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Abstract: 

The Swedish banking industry has long been at the forefront when it comes to digital 

leadership. Currently, this industry is starting to fall behind other industries, and a closer look 

at the industry reveals that niche banks are having less trouble with adapting new 

technologies than bigger banks. There are a lot of studies on specific digitalisation areas 

within banking but nothing comprehensive about the strategies required for digital 

transformation within the banking industry. As the research area is new, there is little 

previous research on digital transformation by today’s standards. Therefore, the central 

question in this thesis is “What do respondents in the Swedish banking industry think that the 

most important factors of digitalisation for customer experience are and what the 

consequences of digitalisation might be?” to find out what affects the digital strategies of a 

sample of Swedish banks. To answer the research question, semi-structured interviews with 

relevant profiles in the banking industry dealing with digitalisation and strategy at a 

management level were conducted. 

 

The interviews were conducted with five respondents from four different banks. In 

combination of this research method, the research strategy Case Study was implemented. The 

results revealed that digitalisation is in high focus amongst all the responding banks, for 

various reasons. The reasons can be seen as roughly divided into two categories, internal 

reasons and external reasons. The internal reasons have to do with streamlining current 

internal processes and creating more available resources for other projects. The external 

reasons were all towards improving customer experience. To improve customer experience, 

personalisation of the digital products and services is a key factor. However, personalisation 

is not without risk, as it may fail to be personalised enough for the banks’ customers if the 

personalisation is attempted towards a too wide customer segment. 

 

Some of the banks are operating 100% digitally, meaning that they do not have any physical 

bank offices for customers to visit, and thus all their work then becomes in one way or 

another digital work. The banking and finance industry is continually changing, and legal 

factors play a significant role. Not only do these legal factors affect how banks work 

internally, they also affect the competitiveness of the various actors and with it, how much 

digitalisation can affect. The thesis concludes that digital transformation is heavily 

influencing the strategies of banks in the Swedish banking industry through customer needs, 

competition and legal factors. 
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Sammanfattning: 

Den svenska banksektorn har länge varit i framkant när det kommer till digitala ledarskap. 

Dock, så har denna sektor för närvarande börjat halka efter andra branscher, och en närmare 

titt på branschen visar att nischbanker har mindre utmaningar när det kommer till att anpassa 

efter ny teknologi än större banker. Det finns många studier om särskilda 

digitaliseringsområden inom banksektorn men inget omfattande om de strategier som krävs 

för digital transformation inom banksektorn. Eftersom att forskningsområdet är nytt, så finns 

det mindre tidigare forskning på digital transformation i dagens benämning. Därför är den 

centrala frågan i denna avhandling “Vad anser respondenter i den svenska banksektorn att de 

viktigaste faktorerna för digitalisering för kundupplevelse är och vilka konsekvenserna av 

digitalisering kan vara?” för att ta reda på vad som påverkar digitala strategier hos ett urval av 

svenska banker. För att besvara forskningsfrågan, genomfördes semistrukturerade intervjuer 

med relevanta profiler inom banksektorn som arbetar med digitalisering och strategi på en ledningsnivå.  

 

Intervjuerna var utförda med fem respondenter från fyra olika banker. I kombination med 

denna forskningsmetod, implementerades forskningsstrategin Fallstudie. Resultaten visade att 

digitalisering är i fokus bland de responderande bankerna, av olika skäl. Skälen kan ses som 

grovt indelat i två kategorier, interna skäl och externa skäl. De interna skälen har att göra med 

att effektivisera nuvarande interna processer och skapa mer tillgängliga resurser för andra 

projekt. De externa skälen var alla mot kunden, för att i ett eller annat sätt förbättra 

kundupplevelsen. För att förbättra kundupplevelsen så ligger fokus på personalisering av de 

digitala produkterna och tjänsterna. Dock har personalisering sina risker. Det kan misslyckas 

om organisationen försöker personalisera mot en större kundgrupp och därmed inte nå upp 

den nivå av personalisering som krävs av de olika kundsegmenten. 

 

Vissa banker bedrivs 100% digitalt, vilket innebär att de inte har några fysiska bankkontor för 

kunder att besöka, och därmed är deras arbete på ett sätt eller ett annat sätt digitalt arbete. 

Bank och finansbranschen förändras ständigt, och juridiska faktorer spelar en betydande roll i 

denna kontinuerliga förändring. Inte nog med att de juridiska faktorerna påverkar hur banker 

fungerar internt, så påverkar de även konkurrenskraften hos de olika aktörerna och med det, 

hur mycket digitaliseringen kan påverka. Studiens slutsats är att digital transformation 

påverkar kraftigt strategierna hos banker i Sverige genom kundbehov, konkurrens och 

juridiska faktorer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the end of the 1990’s, the Swedish banks that are not included among the four 

largest banks (Storbankerna – Swedbank, Handelsbanken, Nordea and SEB) have grown to 

acquire market share, although the larger banks still account for 75 per cent of the total 

market (Bankföreningen, 2017). With the entry of these smaller banks, often called niche 

banks, the Swedish banking industry has had increased competition. The niche banks are so 

named because of how they enter the market, often targeting specific markets or segments. 

This is not always the case today, as many of these types of banks have grown and are no 

longer targeting specific markets.  

 

The Swedish banking system’s assets today amount to approximately 400 per cent of the 

Swedish GDP. However, Nordea (one of the largest Swedish banks) is planning to relocate 

their headquarters to Helsinki this year (2018), which will decrease this number. After their 

relocation, the Swedish banking system’s assets will still amount to approximately 300 per 

cent of the Swedish GDP (Riksbanken, 2017). A comparison between the Swedish banking 

system’s assets and Sweden’s GDP, shows that the Swedish banks are a key element of 

Swedish markets and the nation.  

 

Technology is a great influencer in business today. While traditional values of businesses, 

which amounts to long-term business values focusing on making a profit, are still 

fundamental, technology is in itself more important to focus on as it affects the strategies and 

structures around the business more than anything else, which helps with increasing profits 

long-term. Kane et al. (2015, p.1) present that “Digital strategy, not technology, drives digital 

transformation”, meaning that it is not the technology itself that needs to be in the 

organisation’s focus, but the organisational strategies must be clear and coherent on how to 

utilise technology for the organisational needs best. Is the focus to increase the number of 

customers? Or perhaps to lower costs? Many relevant strategies revolve around the 

possibilities which technology brings today as well as future possibilities. 

 

Technology has helped remove some previous limitations, such as tasks requiring manual 

labour or otherwise impossible tasks to perform without a digital solution. While removing 

these limitations, technology has enabled new possibilities, as some processes and tasks have 

become automated, streamlined or combined with other tasks in a more effective digital 

solution, leading to more effective work and more time for other projects. These new 

possibilities have and will continue to not only shape businesses but the world as a whole, 

with the world being more connected than ever before and new technology being available at 

almost every corner of the planet.  

 

The implementation of technology in the organisation as a whole is called digital 

transformation, the definition of which is the life cycle of transforming services, products, and 

processes into a digital or more digital solution (I-Scoop, 2018). This includes processes of 

developing, redesigning, improving and transformation from the analogue way to the digital 

one. Digital transformation enables digital availability in a different area of use than 

previously. From a business perspective, digital transformation aims to develop and 

implement the digital solutions to make the business processes more efficient. Dahlström et 

al. (2017, p.2) present a slightly different definition. Dahlström et al. differentiate between 
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digital transformations and digital initiatives, where digital transformations are 

“transformation of the core—the value proposition, people, processes, and technologies that 

are the lifeblood of the business [whereas] any digital initiative is likely to be a short-term fix”. 

 

According to studies made by IDC (Buss et al., 2016) and BearingPoint (Eriksson et al., 

2017), the banking industry in Europe has performed at the bottom of lists over digital leaders 

in the area of digitalisation, which measure the digital maturity and its impact on a business, 

in comparison with other industries.  IDC’s research shows that only one out of four banks in 

Europe have an organisational strategy to implement digital transformation. Most banks in 

Europe are not focusing on the total transformation with sub-processes of digital 

transformation, but focusing on partial transformation, which makes digital transformation 

decentralised and can lead to digital fragmentation.  

 

In 2018, banks in Sweden have fallen from 6,75 out of 10 to 6,5 out of 10  according to 

BearingPoint (Eriksson et al., 2017), in a grade scale with the according grades: 4 (failed), 5 

(poor), 6 (sufficient), 7 (satisfactory), 8 (good), 9 (excellent) and 10 (outstanding). The 

numbers above show a scale that measures the performance of the digital transformation 

process for organisations in different branches. The grade scale is based on six dimensions 

used to measure the digital maturity, and those dimensions can be changed every year based 

on the continuous technological development, leading to new demands and the criteria for the 

dimensions changing. This report shows that the banking industry is facing challenges with 

digital transformation in comparison with other industries. It shows that Swedish banks have 

been shifted in the lists of digital leaders between 2018/2017 and 2017/2016.  

 

To sum up the presented chapter: It is clear that the larger Swedish banks face increasing 

competition from niche banks and third-party providers. One reason for the increased 

competition in the market is digital transformation. Digital transformation aims to use the 

most suitable digital technology for the organisation’s needs and business area. The concept 

of digitalisation has changed since the appearance of the concept, from transforming subjects 

from physical (analogue) form to digital form, to the current meaning of the concept, which 

includes the entire process of digital transformation. This also means from one digital form to 

another digital form.  

 

The chapter also presents digital leadership as the level of digital maturity for a specific 

organisation in a specific industry, of which the banking industry in Sweden is decreasing in.  

One common element in this industry is the partial transformation in banks, meaning that 

every unit or section in an organisation has a strategy for its digital transformation to improve 

its operations, without co-work with other units in the same organisation. This leads to every 

department having what they need, at the cost of being fragmented from other departments in 

the organisation. Other than the industry falling behind other industries, other challenges 

presented are the fact that the niche banks are surpassing the larger banks in digital leadership 

and the continuous changes in customers’ user behaviours with constant development of 

technologies and one of the most significant challenges is the legal factors. 
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It is unclear if the problems facing the banking industry in Sweden can be linked to the 

inadequate strategical planning of banks, the (diminishing) resource capacity of banks or 

governmental regulations, which limit and regulate the banking industry. Looking at the 

biggest banks in Sweden, their strategies include investing in digitalisation and development 

of digital technologies both for the internal work processes and externally for external 

stakeholders, partners and customers to increase their digital capabilities (Eriksson et al., 

2017). While the biggest banks are investing in digitalising processes and improving current 

solutions, they have fallen into the second half of the digital leaders’ list, meaning that their 

digital maturity level is not improving at the same speed as other industries.  

 

Furthermore, it is also unclear whether both the biggest banks and niche banks in Sweden 

have an organisational strategy for digital transformation. Besides that, it is important that the 

digital transformation’s strategy is conformed to the factors which impact digitalisation in the 

bank industry. The case needs to be investigated to find the strategies of banks and the factors 

which led to the gap of digital transformation performances between the biggest banks and 

niche banks in Sweden. 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate digital transformation in the banking industry in 

Sweden, with both strategical and technical perspectives. The study aims to achieve an 

understanding of the digital strategies of banks in Sweden and the processes of digital 

transformation in the digitalisation life cycle. This case of the larger banks falling behind the 

niche banks is supposed to be affected by various factors, which led to the presented change 

between the last two reports (Eriksson et al., 2017). Based on the aforementioned, the study 

will investigate the digital strategies of banks, the processes of digital transformation and 

factors which affect the digital transformation’s performance. 

 

The industry is under tension at the moment, as there have been close to 30 new regulations 

and directives, affecting the industry, from the European Union in the last two years and 

upcoming year. As a result, the industry is under a lot of change and several deciding factors 

are common in digitalisation work in the industry. The legal factors are, of course, affecting 

the industry heavily but there is also an increase of competition with banks and third-party 

providers. Many banks are also focusing on increasing customer satisfaction with 

personalisation by digitalisation and focusing on the complete customer journey with either a 

fully or close to fully digital solution. 
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This thesis uses a process perspective on technology and change in order to investigate how 

digitalisation affects the Swedish banking industry’s perspective on customer experience. 

Because banks are a concept which is unavoidable for society in this day and age and nearly 

all, if not all citizens are customers of a bank, the investigation will include how digitalisation 

affects the personalisation of the customer journey. The challenge lies with the current level 

of digitalisation. Some banks operate 100 per cent digitally and have no physical meetings 

with customers, which is just one of the challenges within the industry. By reviewing the 

present solutions of personalisation with digitalisation, the study will present the current 

perceived challenges, opportunities and threats of personal digital customer experience. 

 

By comparing the different views on digital transformation from our selected respondents, the 

study will explore what the perspective of a sample of banks in Sweden are on digitalisation 

and its effect on customer experience and satisfaction. The study will present where the focus 

lies on digitalisation according to the selected respondents, with both the focus points of 

strategies and outcome. The research is driven with the purpose of answering the following 

research question: 

What do respondents in the Swedish banking industry think that the most important 

factors of digitalisation for customer experience are and what the consequences of 

digitalisation might be? 

 

The study is presented hereinafter in the following structure: the THEORY section presents in 

greater detail the extensive background of previous research in the field. In RESEARCH 

STRATEGY AND METHOD, the chosen strategy and method are presented, along with 

alternative strategies and methods. The fourth section, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, 

presents the resulting data from the data collection and an analysis of the results and a 

discussion of said analysis. Lastly, the fifth section, CONCLUSIONS, presents the study’s 

conclusion, limitations and suggested future research. 
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2. THEORY 

This chapter is designed to present the previous research, which is used as a basis for this 

study. It is divided into seven sections to show the different aspects regarding this research, 

which furthermore creates a theoretical basis for analysis’ work.   

 

The idea which sparked the start of this study and has been the basis for the study is the 

previous industry reports made by IDC and BearingPoint, which BearingPoint publish yearly. 

In addition to these, the basis for the study will of course, have academic ties. The selection of 

previous research is based on the correlation between IT and business, earlier literature 

showing either the process of digital transformation in different types of businesses or the 

impact of digital transformation and strategical changes on businesses. 

 

Digital leadership is a term that measures the level of digital maturity for a specific 

organisation in a specific industry. Being a digital leader means that an organisation is 

implementing the digital technology as a capability to make its operations more efficient and 

to generate a better revenue with its physical assets (Westerman et al., 2014).  

 

Plank et al. (2008) present the change dynamic in an organisation and distinguishes two 

different kinds, transformation and change. The authors assert that change is that which 

happens on a larger scale, as technological changes or changes in the customer demand. These 

have a need of adaptation for survival. The banking industry is not an exception to these 

changes and the needs which they present. 

 

Another approach to transformation is presented by Klewes et al. (2017). Klewes et al.  

present the impact of digital transformation in organisations and the aspect of corporate 

communication in those organisations. They highlight the organisational prudence and how 

digital transformation may really be implemented. Scardovi (2017) presents the impact of 

digital transformation on the banking and finance industry and therein, the internal processes 

and activities. Besides that, it shows the opportunities and challenges during the 

implementation of digital transformation in this industry. The author presents the processes of 

digital transformation and how they are implemented in correlation to the organisation’s size. 

 

The definition of digitalisation as a process has changed since the appearance of the concept. 

In the beginning, the definition covered the transformation of subjects from a physical form to 

a digital form. Bearing in mind, with the fast development of technologies in the last two 

decades, the authors of I-Scoop’s paper suggest that the meaning of the concept has changed 

to include all aspects of digital transformation projects in different branches such as the 

technical, social, organisational and economical aspect (I-Scoop, 2018).  

 

From an organisational perspective, digital transformation changes the business models and 

requires some strategical changes, as previously presented by Dahlström et al. (2017), even if 

the organisation is not at the beginning of their digital journey. Being more adaptable to the 

continuously changing business environment is essential. Organisations can adapt the digital 

transformation by providing new digital solutions to improve their existing business model 

and professions, or by offering new digital solutions and products to penetrate new business 

areas. The third model is a hybrid model which combines both the first and second models 

described above (Berman, 2012). 
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In the banking industry, where digitalisation started earlier than in other industries and has 

witnessed an earlier peak of development, it is essential to be more and more digital to 

achieve the customer needs. Digital solutions in the banking industry, such as Internet 

banking, created more usability in the banking for both customers and banks and made it 

more useful. Internet banking offers cheaper banking transactions for customers by using the 

internal bank’s resources in a better way. With the continuous changes in customer user 

behaviours regarding different technologies, banks are required to be more digital and to 

achieve customers’ requirements and needs. This is important because banking services are 

used almost daily for both private and corporate customers to execute different type of 

activities (Flohr Nielsen, 2002). 

 

Customer experience is a term which refers to the relationship between an organisation and 

customers and how the respective organisation interacts with customers and vice versa. 

Customer experience changes over time depending on the quality of services and products 

offered by the individual organisation. Besides that, the rapid development in technology 

opens new opportunities for the customer to rethink about organisations and how to choose 

between different actors in the market. Organisations have always been interested in 

understanding customer experience to improve it via different ways. Achieving the best 

understanding of customer experience requires knowing how the customer thinks regarding 

the respective range of products and services related to the organisational customer support 

and communication. (Shaw and Hamilton, 2016) 

 

Digital business transformation as a new phenomenon referring to the transformational 

journey of different business models and frameworks by changing the digital business 

processes, platforms, way of communications and experiences (Schwertner, 2017). Investing 

in digital business transformation offer new opportunities for organisations by making them 

able to create new products and services, improve the existing business processes, achieve 

new levels of business efficiency, personalise customer experience and decrease the overhead 

expenses in long-term (ibid.).   

 

Rojers (2018) defines digital transformation as a term which refer to the changes that occur by 

using digital technologies and refers to digital business transformation when it occurs for 

organisational purposes (ibid.). Digital business transformation occurs by integrating digital 

artefacts and systems to change the organisational business model, operations and processes 

to increase the value of products and services offered by the organisation (ibid.). 

 

Since the 1950s, digitalisation and digital transformation has been occurring in organisations 

who have adopted new digital technologies to improve the organisational performance and 

reach higher levels of productivity (Heavin and Power, 2018). Heavin and Power (ibid.) claim 

that digital business transformation occurs in three main areas of organisations: business 

models, customer experience, processes and operations. Heavin and Power (ibid.) present the 

challenges of digital transformations facing organisations and list personalisation as one of 

the most important challenges. While some of the digital artefacts and systems lead to 

depersonalising products and services, personalisation has been a very important factor for 

organisations. Personalisation or the lack of personalisation can have a negative effect on the 
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customer–organisation relationship. It is therefore important for organisations to be 

personalised in their digital appearance (ibid.).  

 

As digital business transformation can lead to major organisational changes into different 

business areas, it is important to focus on digital strategy to manage the transformation in a 

customised fashion to achieve the goals of digital business transformation (Schwertner, 2017). 

A digital strategy is an organisational strategy to manage digital business transformation and 

measures its performance concerning the achievement of the goals, which is customised and 

valid for the organisation (ibid.). Digital business transformation can achieve success by 

following a well-developed digital strategy to avoid the organisational fragmentation (ibid.). 

 

IT strategies are a set of strategies to manage IT systems and artefacts, to guideline the usage 

of these systems within the organisational framework. Digital transformation strategies aim to 

define the challenges and opportunities of digital transformation from an organisational point 

of view and to set a road map for the integration and implementation of new digital 

technologies in different areas of the organisation (Matt et al., 2015). Matt et al. (2015) refer 

to the importance of digital transformation strategies by enabling organisations to set goals for 

digital transformation, create a framework to cover the operational and functional strategies, 

develop a roadmap for the transformation, implement the transformation and to measure the 

successfulness of the transformation regarding the pre-declared goals of transformation. 

 

Furthermore, Matt et al. (2015) present four elements of digital transformation strategies:  

1. Use of technology, which specifies the organisational need of the digital technologies 

and the internal skills to use and utilize these technologies. 

2. Changes in value creation, which addresses and identifies the impacts of the digital 

transformation on the organisational business model and provides a predictive analysis 

about the challenges and opportunities regarding the digital transformation. 

3. Structural changes, which identifies the future changes in the organisational structure 

regarding operations and processes. 

4. Financial aspects, which identifies the organisational financial ability for the digital 

transformation (ibid.). 

To achieve a successful outcome and the pre-defined goals of the transformation, the four 

elements of digital transformation need to be taken in account in the digital transformation 

strategy (ibid.).  

 

Shaughnessy (2018) presents a framework with a focus on the socio-cultural aspect, rather 

than the technical aspect, within organisations through digital transformations. The FLOW-

Agile framework focuses on specialists in an organisation and their involvement in a business 

transformation, their interaction with new digital technologies, the co-operation between 

different units and sub-units within the organisation and the adoption of new social values 

(ibid.). Shaughnessy (ibid.) suggests that organisations may benefit from creating a digital 

business framework. According to him, the benefits may include: better customer value goals, 

restructuring the organisation according to the new model and to improve the new social 

interaction between different units and departments (ibid.).  

 

While digital transformation strategies are defined as plans to manage and guideline the 

organisations before and during the digital transformation, digital business strategies cover 

the business orientated parts of digital transformations (Bharadwaj et al., 2013). A digital 

business strategy is an organisational strategy to guideline the use of digital artefacts to 
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deliver a successful value for the organisation. Bharadwaj et al. (ibid.) differentiate digital 

business strategies from traditional IT strategies by describing it as business strategies which 

cover and connect every unit of the organisation by utilizing digital technologies for each unit 

and for the whole organisation as well.  

 

 

According to Scardovi (2017), the phenomenon of digitalisation in the financial and banking 

industry has changed from the digital transformation of internal operations and 

communication to the digital transformation of processes, both internal and external. Digital 

transformation is growing together with customer needs, leading to banks developing new 

solutions and platforms to make it easier for their customers. It is almost mandatory for 

banking and financial actors to develop and fulfil the customers’ needs to get better customer 

satisfaction and compete in the market. 

 

Scardovi presents that the rapidly growing development in IT and technology is not only an 

opportunity for the actors in banking and financial industry, but it is also a challenge and risk 

which these actors are facing and will continue to do so. It depends on each actor in this 

industry whether to see the changes in technology as an opportunity or a challenge. This can 

also depend on the size of the organisation, resources, the ability to change and other 

important impacting factors in digital transformation, that make it more of a challenge than an 

opportunity. The biggest actors in this industry are facing more challenges in the digitalisation 

process than the smaller actors because of legacy systems, hierarchies and the infrastructure 

of the organisation (Scardovi, 2017).  

 

Digital transformation in the banking and financial industry has changed the usability and 

availability of banking services. Nowadays it is possible to perform different operations and 

transactions at any time and place. A key factor which has led to this transformation in the 

process can be related to internet banking (Bihari, 2011).  

 

Investing in IT solutions in the banking industry is an opportunity for the actors in this 

industry to digitalise their operations and focus on a better quality of service with resource 

saving. This opportunity enables the actors to deliver better services, which can be 

increasingly customised for the user and amplify the relationship with them, which can lead to 

several advantages for the actors. Investment in such IT related banking services and solutions 

should be well strategised to achieve the goals and advantages of investments. To understand 

the need of those alternatives and to implement the most customised solutions and services 

which can meet the customer’s needs, managemental and human technical resources are 

required. The digital transformation is occurring both for the internal operations and processes 

and external to customers and other actors (Flohr Nielsen, 2002).  

 

Most of the actors in the financial industry are focusing on being digital leaders by improving 

their digital customer satisfaction, instead of improving the employee digital experience. 

According to a study by Deloitte (Garth Andrus et al., 2016), only 38 per cent of respondents 

in the financial industry agree that their organisations are supporting them with the 

opportunity to develop their skills to be more talented with the new digital environment. For 

an organisation to be a digital leader in the financial services industry, they need to improve 
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employees’ experience, change the organisational culture and operation’s processes to 

motivate more employees who can adapt to the change and cooperate to achieve the internal 

digital experience. (ibid.) 

 

The adoption of internet banking is increasing since it is an alternative way for banks to 

provide their services, while reducing costs, increasing the internal work performance, 

increasing sales and attracting new customers (Marakarkandy et al., 2017). Adoption of 

internet technology in banking industry has different advantages for banks, but two main 

factors are identified from a customer perspective, Trust and Privacy (Liao et al., 2016). Trust 

is an important factor influencing customers to accept the internet banking services and is an 

establishing key factor in the customer relationship. Privacy is important to convince 

customers that banking transactions occurs secured using internet banking services and is also 

something the banks have to focus on from a legal perspective (ibid.). 

  

Internet banking is an essential innovation in the banking sector in the Nordic countries. 

Online banking services, which are based on the Internet, establish many opportunities such 

as bank transactions and alternative communication channels to support the customer 

relationships. To achieve better customer relationship-based benefits by use of internet 

technologies, functional organisational management is required to implement it in the right 

way (Flohr Nielsen, 2002). 

 

 

Figure 1: A model of customer relationship performance (Flohr Nielsen, 2002, p.480). 
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The adoption of internet banking aims to strengthen the customer relationship, and a lot of 

factors from the organisation are required to achieve this. Flohr Nielsen (2002) presents a 

term called IT knowledge, which refers to the internal technology-based capabilities and skills 

in an organisation. Organisations with higher IT knowledge can adopt Internet-based 

application that organisations with lower IT knowledge cannot. Inter-firm cooperation is 

another term that refers to the organisational access to external resources in connection with 

the adoption of new technologies. Willingness to cannibalise refers to an organisation’s 

volition to reduce revenue or market share from investments together with marketing costs. 

Organisational size is the factor which refers to the size of the organisation by its total number 

of employees, total assets, market shares, revenues and the organisational hierarchy. Market 

orientation is the concept where an organisation is located in a market, by comparing 

performance with other organisations. Supported empowerment is a term referring to both 

delegation and information support systems by front-end employees to help customers with 

their problems and solve them, which leads to achievement of the best customer relationship 

performance (Flohr Nielsen, 2002). 

 

The first four elements which the model presents are IT knowledge, Inter-firm Cooperation, 

Willingness to Cannibalise and Organisational Size. Together they are fundamental factors 

which stream together to create an advanced level factor, Internet-banking Adoption. Internet-

banking Adoption, in combination with Market Orientation, builds Internet-bank 

Attractiveness. In turn, Internet-bank Attractiveness leads to Customer-relationship 

Performance, together with Market Orientation and Supported empowerment. (Flohr Nielsen, 2002). 

 

The central bank of Sweden and the Swedish financial supervisory authority together with the 

Swedish government control and manage the banking and financial system of Sweden. They 

have a collaboration to maintain the financial sustainability in the country. Besides that, they 

control and ensure customer protection in the banking industry. The banking system in 

Sweden is regulated by Swedish national laws and EU regulations. According to the Swedish 

financial supervisory authority, there are four major categories of banks in the Swedish 

banking market. Those categories are Swedish corporate banks, international banks, savings 

banks and member-owned banks. According to Bankföreningen (2017), there were 117 banks 

with established operations in Sweden in 2014. Swedish corporate banks are categorised in 

three groups, and the first group consists of the largest four banks (Swedbank, 

Handelsbanken, Nordea and SEB) which are considered to be the main actors in the Swedish 

market. The second group consists of savings banks which transformed into corporate banks. 

The third group consists of banks with various business focuses and ownerships-structures. 

International banks are, according to the Swedish financial supervisory authority, identified as 

banks with capital abroad and have operations as a subsidiary in Sweden. (ibid.) 

 

The number of international banks in Sweden was 29 in 2014, and they are focusing on 

corporate clients and securities financials. Danske Bank is Sweden’s fifth largest bank and is 

categorised as an international bank with a focus on both private and corporate clients. 

Savings banks are independent banks which have their operation in a specific region or local 

market in Sweden. The total number of savings banks is decreasing because some of them are 

merging together. Some have co-operations with Swedbank to offer specific services. The 

total number of savings banks in 2014 in Sweden was 48. Member-owned banks are 
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identified as economic associations, which exclusively operate for the members of the bank. 

This type of bank allows for individuals to become members of the bank for a fee, to use the 

bank’s services, while becoming an owner of the bank. Only two member-owned banks have 

operations in the Swedish market, Ekobanken and JAK Medlemsbank. (Bankföreningen, 2017) 

 

The main operations in the Swedish banking industry consist of deposition and loan 

operations to both private and corporate customers. Besides that, the Swedish banks operate 

payment services, money transfers, savings services, stock trade services and more for 

different segments of customers.   Most of the actors in the Swedish banking industry 

compete with each other, offering different types of services to different customer segments. 

However, some actors choose to occasionally cooperate to develop joint solutions and 

services for the whole industry. (Bankföreningen, 2017) 

 

2.5.1 PSD2 

The EU directive 2015/2366 called Payment services (PSD2) came into force in January 2016 

and into application in January 2018. (EU, 2016) 

 

Cortet et al. (2016) present this directive as not just another regulation or directive. PSD2 

requires more than just an operational and compliance approach from the banks. The directive 

opens the payments market for banks and non-banks alike. As a directive and not a regulation, 

each member state in the European Union needs to implement it and achieve specific results, 

but each member state is free to decide how to transpose the directive into national laws. 

Although this directive was to be applied from January 2018, the national law in Sweden has 

been delayed and will not be implemented until May 2018. (Regeringen, 2018) 

 

PSD2 allows customers to grant access to their financial information to third parties from 

their banks. These third parties could include any provider looking to offer consumers deals 

with the goal of the consumers switching providers. With PSD2, retailers and service 

providers will not be able to charge extra fees for online payment services, such as paying 

with credit or debit card, or PayPal, which gives additional flexibility for online payment of 

goods and services. For the banks, this directive means that they will need to rethink their 

strategy and position in the payments value chain. (Hatfield, 2017) 

 

The directive is not limited to payments only; the banks will also need to give third parties 

access to their Application Programming Interface (API), enabling them to view the banks’ 

data and infrastructure in their platform for financial services. The authors of the paper 

"PSD2: The digital transformation accelerator for banks" present four strategic options for 

banks: Comply, Compete, Expand, and Transform. These fit the spectrum of leader attitudes 

towards PSD2. (Cortet et al., 2016) 

 

For the banks with ambitions to do more than just complying, APIs can accelerate the digital 

transformation. APIs have opened possibilities for organisations with large amounts of data to 

be platforms for third-party innovation. Third-party providers and non-bank FinTech 

(Financial Technology) complement each other to create beneficial services for customers and 

create a smooth customer experience. While the banks provide the reach and trust with their 
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brand, the third-party providers and FinTech’s can focus more on delivery and customer 

satisfaction with a seamless user experience, which will drive market competition. However, 

this is all very new for the banking industry, and many IT factors, such as security, operations 

and business will need to be taken into consideration.  

 

PSD2 will likely disrupt the existing payment value chain, especially for the current 

traditional financial service providers. To survive this change, the banks will need to decide 

which strategic option is best suited for them. The choice of the previously presented strategic 

options will have significant consequences for the bank’s current and future business. (Cortet 

et al., 2016, Hatfield, 2017) 

2.5.2 GDPR 

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) replaces the Data Protection Directive 

95/46/EC and was adopted on 27 April 2016 and will be enforceable from 25 May 2018, after 

a transition period. The regulation is on data protection and privacy for all 28 member states of 

the European Union. As a regulation, it does not require national laws to be passed to implement 

the legislation and is directly binding (Goddard, 2017). The goal of the GDPR is to give back 

the control of personal data to the citizens of the European Union and unify the regulation for 

all businesses within the EU (Marelli and Testa, 2018, Goddard, 2017). By standardising the 

data protection law across all member states and imposing strict(er) rules, the formerly 

debatable legal ownership of personal data becomes non-debatable.  

The regulation covers many grounds, such as increased fines for breaches, breach notifications, 

responsibility for data transfer both within and outside the EU. These items of the regulation 

will have a significant impact on business and will change the way organisations collect, store 

and use customer data. GDPR applies to all organisations handling EU residents’ personal data, 

regardless of the organisations’ geographic location (within or outside the EU). Many 

organisations outside the EU, which are handling EU residents’ data, are not aware of the fact 

that the EU GDPR applies to them. The fines for not complying with the regulation are very 

high, as they can reach as much as €20 million or 4% of a company’s total global revenue, 

whichever is larger (Bhaimia, 2018). There is however, a tiered approach to fines. A company 

can be fined 2% instead of 4% for not having their records in order, not notifying the supervising 

authority and data subject about a breach or not conducting impact assessment. (Trunomi and 

Commvault, 2017, Bhaimia, 2018) 

One key element of the GDPR is that a customer can, on request, demand to be "forgotten" and 

deleted from the organisation. For some industries, such as the financial industry, this is a 

challenging element. Not only is this a commercial challenge, but also challenging for 

accounting and tax purposes. However, with the rising of third party payment providers because 

of PSD2, this also means that the customer needs to request to be "forgotten" and deleted from 

each of the providers. (Trunomi and Commvault, 2017) 
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2.5.3 MiFID II 

The European Parliament together with the Council of the European Union legalized the new 

directive MiFID II in 2014 to replace the old directive MiFID I, and referred its 

implementation to the European Securities and Market Authorities (ESMA) with the 

implementation date being the 3rd of January 2018. The new directive charts the structure of 

investor protection and increases the level of transparency offered to the investor. (ESMA, n.d) 

 

MiFID II as a regulation will force the investor banks to pay pre-declared fees to access 

research and information regarding stocks and trades. Besides that, MiFID II will decrease the 

dark pool trades which refer to the undeclared market, where investors trade without declaring 

the size or the price of the investment. With the implementation of MiFID II, investment 

banks and brokers are forced to share real time information about all their trades and the profit 

of every part of these exchanges. (Jones et al., 2018)  

 

 

Figure 2: European equities traded in the dark, % of overall trading (Jones et al., 2018)  

 

The operational impact of MiFID II consists of new processes of reporting data regarding 

occurred transactions. This can be perceived as a new challenge facing financial organisations 

by requiring additional human and financial resources to complete these processes. MiFID II 

has a business impact on financial organisations by requiring them to develop new technical 

system and tool, which can provide real-time data about stock transactions. This requires an 

organisational investment in their IT infrastructure to develop new technical systems which 

can provide the required data. This can be perceived as a challenge for these organisations 

(Farhadi, 2016).  
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Customer satisfaction as a concept refers to the best performance of an organisation to meet 

its customer needs and is almost related to marketing aspects to achieve the organisational 

goals. It can be defined in different aspects according to its purpose. One definition refers to 

customer satisfaction related to process orientation, which is more oriented to evaluate the 

internal performance of the organisation and employees. Another definition is more oriented 

to evaluate the outcome of the organisation in a customer related aspect such as the quality 

and service of the organisation. (Krüger, 2016) 

 

Mithas et al. (2005) claim that customer satisfaction affects the organisational economical 

value by the positive correlation between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, which 

directly affects the size of economical revenue. Increased customer satisfaction helps 

organisations to increase the sales levels, ensure the future financial levels, avoid or minimize 

customer defection and to decrease the post-sale service costs (ibid.).  

 

Customer satisfaction is always related to economic return and the quality of product and 

services, with a correlation between all the previous terms in the field of marketing and 

organisational evaluation. The key-elements mentioned above are included in a loop where 

every element affect and is affected by two other key-elements in this circle. Customer 

satisfaction is affected by the quality of products and services together with the customer 

expectation of these products and services, which is supposed to be analysed by the 

organisation in areas to be improved and lead to a better economic return. The importance of 

customer satisfaction is correlated with customer loyalty, which together can affect the 

economic return and furthermore can affect the organisation’s market share. (Anderson et al., 1994) 

 

 

Figure 3: a graph showing the correlation between customer satisfaction and economic return (Anderson 

et al., 1994, p.62) 
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As presented in Figure 3, there is a significant correlation between customer satisfaction and 

its impacts on the economic return in a positive relationship, which means that the 

improvement of the quality to meet customer expectation will lead to strengthening the 

customer-organisation relationship, which further leads to increasing the economic revenue.  

 
Customer experience as a concept is defined as customers’ sensual responses directly or 

indirectly with providers of products and services (McColl-Kennedy et al., 2015). Since 

customer experience is related to customers’ senses, it includes the cognitive, emotional, 

physical, affective and social responses which is not controlled by the provider (ibid.). 

 

Verhoef et al. (2009) present customer experience as the interaction between customers and 

organisations who provide products and services. Customer experience is a personal 

interaction which is based on the customers’ senses and interaction with the products or 

services. The socio–technical environment affects customer experience depending on the type 

of customer–organisation interaction and the type of product/service (ibid.).  

  

Since technology is growing continuously and digital transformation occurs in most 

industries, it is important to think over the impacts of new digital technologies on customer 

experience. One negative impact of new digital technologies is generalisation by providing 

services and products to customers without considering the customer’s behaviour and 

interaction with the provider. Good customer experience and higher levels of customer–

provider interaction can be achieved by using digital technologies that can analyse customer 

behaviour to personalise the services and products (ibid.).  

  

Parise et al. (2016) present personalisation and interactivity as two important elements of 

digital customer experience. Personalisation is providing services and products to a specific 

customer based on the digital customer behaviour. It can be achieved by using advanced 

analytical platforms and tools. Interactivity is the ability of communication between customer 

and organisation, which occurs digitally by some organisations using different digital 

communication channels. It provides customers with assessment and guidance and enables 

them to send their feedback which increases the customer–organisation interaction (ibid.).  

 
The physical contact between banks and customers is decreasing and the use of digital 

banking is increasing, which makes it important for banks to modernise their digital platforms 

to meet their customers’ needs regarding their digital services. The transformation of 

customer–organisation interaction from the physical environment to the digital environment 

has to be designed and implemented significantly to provide the best digital customer 

experience which increases the customer loyalty (Reydet and Carsana, 2017). 
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Previous research presents the impact of digital business transformation on different 

industries. The banking industry is affected by digital transformation among other industries 

as it is previously presented in this chapter. Digital transformation strategies are one of the 

most important elements in the transformation journey which lead organisations to manage 

the transformation and to measure its achievement of pre-defined goals. Since technology is 

the core of digital business transformation, it is presented that adoption of technologies into 

businesses should be implemented by following technology adapting guidelines and 

frameworks. The banking industry is heavily regulated and controlled by different regulations 

to ensure that the customers’ rights are protected. The banking industry, as any other industry, 

is driven by an active competition, making it important for the banks to achieve the best 

customer satisfaction and to strengthen the relationship with the customers. Good customer 

experience can be achieved by using digital technologies that can analyse customer behaviour 

to personalise the services and products. Previous research shows that good customer 

experience and personalised services and products increase the customer satisfaction. The 

banks with a high customer satisfaction can use that for marketing towards new customers to 

get a higher market share with the goal of achieving a better economic return.  
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3. RESEARCH STRATEGY AND METHOD 

This chapter presents the research design of the thesis, some empirical background, how the 

chosen methods were applied and lastly possible alternative routes that were taken into 

consideration for the research design. 

 

The research design of this thesis is made up of three parts;  

(1) Research strategy 

(2) Research method 

(3) Data analysis method 

Denscombe (2014, pp.3-5) presents that: 

A strategy is a plan of action designed to achieve a specific goal. The concept has 

military origins relating to the role of generals: the way they have a broad overview 

of operations, the way they plan particular combat tactics as part of a bigger plan 

for overall victory, and the way they rely on careful planning to achieve their goal. 

Applied to social research, the notion of a strategy retains the same essential components. 

He continues to present the difference between a research strategy and a research method, “A 

research strategy is different from a research method. Research methods are the tools for data 

collection – things like questionnaires, interviews, observation and documents…”. 

This part of the chapter is divided into two sections; the chosen research strategy and the 

research method selected. The first part is the research strategy which contains the plan to 

achieve the goal of this study by presenting the most suitable plans to accomplish the specific 

objective of this study. The second part is the research method which will clarify the different 

data collection methods in the most suitable way to this study. The research method will be 

associated with the research strategy because both will work parallel to make each other more 

effective. At the end of the chapter, different possible strategies and methods will be presented 

and the reasoning behind not choosing those alternatives for this thesis. 

3.1.1 Qualitative Case study as a strategy 

Denscombe (2014, pp.4-8) presents that to choose the research strategy best suited for the 

research requires the researchers to consider three fundamental questions: 

(1) Is it suitable?  

(2) Is it feasible?  

(3) Is it ethical?  

By answering these questions, the researchers can find that a single strategy stands out to be 

the most suitable one. However, the outcome can also be that no single strategy stands out as 
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a winner. In that case, the researchers need to choose between two or more strategies by 

comparing each strategy’s strengths and weaknesses.  

 

When looking for the answers to the three questions, they needed to be answered in order of 

importance. For answering the question of suitability, the purpose of research of each strategy 

presented by Denscombe (2014) and Oates (2005) was compared to the purpose of this study.  

 

After looking at the feasibility of the strategies, Qualitative Case study was chosen as the 

research strategy for this study. The authors deemed that the last question was something not 

to be answered but something to keep in mind for designing the research, as the strategies 

themselves are not non-ethical. It is the use of the strategy and method that needs to be 

designed ethically.  

 

Oates’ (2005, p.47) definition of Case study as a strategy is: 

… focuses on one instance of the ‘thing’ that is to be investigated: an 

organization, a department, an information system, a discussion forum, a systems 

developer, a development project, a decision and so on. The aim is to obtain a rich, 

detailed insight into the ‘life’ of that case and its complex relationships and processes. 

 

Denscombe (2014, p.67) differs slightly, as he presents that it can be one instance or a few 

instances. As the purpose of this research is to investigate the complex relationship between 

digitalisation and the banks’ perspective on customer experience, case study as a strategy was 

deemed to be the most suitable one. Further down, at the end of this chapter, other feasible 

strategies are presented as they were considered for this research. 

 

The research strategy was chosen to be combined with a qualitative research method, semi-

structured interviews, which is presented below. This approach provided the researchers with 

a way to collect data on the relationships between the banks (the respondents of the study) and 

tasks (both internal and external) and technologies for the purpose of finding out how 

digitalisation (technologies) affect the banks’ (the respondents) perspective on customer 

experience. As technology is rapidly changing, this research focuses on the current situation 

within the banks. Oates (2005, p.137) present a niched case study called short-term, 

contemporary study, which “examines what is occurring in the case now”. 

 

There are advantages of using this strategy. Denscombe (2014, p.62) describes one of them as such: 

The case study approach is particularly suitable where the researcher has little 

control over events. Because the approach is concerned with investigating 

phenomena as they naturally occur, there is no pressure on the researcher to 

impose controls or to change circumstances. 

 

Another advantage of using this strategy is that it allows the researchers to use several 

research methods, which simplified the process of choosing a research method for the 

researchers. However, the strategy is not without disadvantages. One of the disadvantages of 

this strategy is that negotiating access to the case study setting can be demanding. This was a 

challenge for the researchers, as the banking industry is heavily regulated, and confidentiality 

is a fundamental part of the industry. 
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3.1.2 Semi-structured interviews as a method 

The chosen data collection method for this research is semi-structured interviews, which were 

conducted with selected managers and leaders in banks, who work closely with digital 

transformation and strategies. Interviews are scheduled discussions designed for a specific 

context with a particular agenda between two or more participants (Denscombe, 2014, 

pp.172-174). This means that the discussion does not happen by chance, rather it is planned 

by the researcher. Usually, there is an agenda, particular issues which are the discussion 

topics, as they are not random topics which both sides of the interview are free to choose. 

Instead, the researcher guides the discussion, at the cost of not having a free-flowing form of 

conversation. Interviews are not carried out secretly, rather it is an open meeting with the 

clear purpose of producing data for research purposes, and the respondent knows this and 

agrees with it (Oates, 2005, p.172, Kvale and Brinkmann, 2014, pp.45-47). The interviews 

aim to collect the needed data or to get a better understanding of a specific situation which 

makes it more than a general type of conversation. The interviews intend to collect data from 

the relevant respondents in the banking industry to get a deeper understanding of the 

situations in different banks and how the process of digital transformation is occurring. 

(Denscombe, 2014, pp.172-174) 

 

Semi-structured interviews cover a list of themes and questions which need to be covered, 

however, because of the nature of semi-structured interviews, the researchers are allowed to 

change the order of questions and topics depending on the flow of the conversation in order to 

let the conversation flow more naturally (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2014, pp.45-47). This also 

allows the researchers to bring up additional topics and questions depending on each 

respondent. The respondent is also able to speak with more detail on the topics and introduce 

issues of their own if relevant to the researchers’ topics. (Oates, 2005, p.173) 

 

By conducting interviews in this way, the researchers are able to help the respondents feel like 

the conversation is not a strict, rigid interview or an oral questionnaire, so the interviews will 

open up for the respondents to speak more freely on the topics and their experiences, thereby 

allowing peripheral topics to emerge that might be of interest. One potential disadvantage of 

this method is that it opens up the possibility for the respondents to only say what they believe 

they are expected to say, instead of what they genuinely feel about a topic. (Denscombe, 2014, p.175) 

 

The specific type of interviews conducted in this study will be qualitative semi-structured 

Face-to-Face interviews, which means direct contact with all the respondents (Kvale and 

Brinkmann, 2014, pp.45-47). However, this is not always possible, for these potential 

exceptions, a possible solution is a video interview over the Internet with video conferencing 

software, i.e. Skype or similar solutions. These interviews would then be a combination of 

Face-to-Face interviews and Online interviews. 

3.1.3 Empirical case background: The Swedish banking industry 

This thesis uses data collected from a number of different banks through conducted semi-

structured interviews. This section contains a brief overview of each of the responding 

organisations, in order to present the context of the study. The participating banks are the 

following: Avanza, Nordnet, ICA Banken, and SEB. These banks cover different types of 

banks in the Swedish banking industry and give insight into the various types of banks. As 

presented below, the respective banks include digital based banks, hybrid banks, universal 
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banks, local banks, corporate banks and stock broker banks. Regarding the digital 

transformation in the Swedish banking industry, the selected banks include both banks which 

have always been digital and banks which have adopted the digital banking as a part of the industry. 

 

Avanza (2018) is a Swedish bank founded in 1999 and since has grown from a small bank 

with online stocking services to one of Sweden’s leading banks for savings and investments. 

The bank started as digital, which means that the bank offers different services via different 

digital platforms and channels without any need for the customers to visit a physical bank 

office. Avanza’s headquarters are now located in Stockholm and they also have a private 

banking office in Gothenburg which offers private banking customers specific banking services. 

 

Nordnet (2018) is a Nordic bank with operations in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland, 

with headquarters in Stockholm. The bank was established in 1996 as a Nordic stock broker 

bank with digital operations and now offers services in savings and investments in the Nordic 

countries and has become one of the first Nordic online stock brokers. The digital operations 

mean that the bank provides services via digital platforms, without a need for a physical visit 

by customers. The bank has offices in the respective markets for sales, marketing, customer 

services and private banking. 

 

ICA-Banken (2018) is a Swedish bank established in 2001 and owned by the ICA retail group 

with operations in Sweden. The bank headquarters are located in Borås and partly in 

Stockholm. ICA Banken offers a range of services for individuals and corporates in the areas 

of savings, payments and credits, loans and insurance services. The bank appeared as a digital 

bank from its establishment which means that the bank offers its services via different digital 

platforms. The bank does not have any bank office for customers, except ATM machines 

which are located at ICA stores. The idea behind establishing ICA Banken was to support the 

whole ICA group supply chain and make it easier for customers.  

 

SEB (2018) (Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken) is a banking group founded in 1856 as 

Stockholms Enskilda Bank which merged with the Skandinaviska Banken in 1972 to become 

SEB. The bank offers different types of banking and financial services in Europe, North 

America, South America, South Asia, Singapore, China and Hong Kong. The headquarters of 

the SEB group are located in Stockholm and the bank has a total of 15 946 employees in 

different locations. SEB offers its services in a hybrid mode, both digitally and physically, 

which means that the communication between the bank and the customer can occur both 

digitally or physically while performing banking tasks. 

3.1.4 Choice of respondents 

All respondents are in a management position within the Swedish banking industry, but with 

different backgrounds and areas of work regarding the digitalisation work of the banks. The 

respondents work with either strategic or technical digitalisation work for their respective 

banks. The goal was to interview two people from five different banks. However, one bank 

backed out after conflicting scheduling, and there were difficulties with scheduling multiple 

people at several banks. The banks (and the number of conducted interviews) interviewed are 

the following: SEB (1), Avanza (1), ICA Banken (2) and Nordnet (1). The respondents in 

each bank are to be anonymous as their names and specific roles in the bank do not generate a 

more significant academic worth for this study. It is therefore presented with titles without a 

connection to their respective banks, to ensure the anonymity of the respondents. It is in the 
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authors opinions that it is far too easy to deduce the identity of the respondents with presented 

titles with the respective bank, as these positions are only filled by one person at each company.  

 

 

 Title Description Length 

#1 

Chief 

Information 

Officer 

The CIO of a bank, who is the top-level employee with 

digital questions. This respondent works with a lot of 

strategical decisions regarding digitalisation. 

47:55 

#2 
Head of Public 

Relations 

The head of PR is very well aware of how the customer 

experience is and what the customers perspective is on 

customer experience. This respondent is very 

knowledgeable on the reverse perspective of this paper. 

25:22 

#3 

Digital 

Innovation 

Manager 

This respondent is responsible for drive forward new 

technological solutions for this bank. A lot of this 

respondent’s tasks requires knowledge on business 

development, legal factors and customer experience. 

29:32 

#4 

Head of 

Emerging 

Technologies 

This respondent is responsible for promoting and 

pushing forward new emerging technologies into the 

bank. This role revolves a lot around IT trends, such as 

the current trends of IoT, AI and Blockchain. 

29:11 

#5 
Marketing 

Director 

The marketing director at this bank is responsible for 

branding and customer experience. This respondent is 

also very knowledgeable on the reverse perspective of 

this paper. 

33:54 

Table 1: List of conducted interviews 

3.1.5 Interview approach 

All respondents were contacted via e-mail or phone as a first contact. The respondents were 

briefly informed of the study and what the goals of the interviews were before scheduling a 

meeting for interviewing. Before each conduction of the interviews, the respondents were 

again briefed on the study and how the interviews would be conducted. The interviews were 

co-conducted by both researchers. Two factors were noticeable to have had an impact on the 

language used in the interviews; (1) The nature of semi-structured interviews and (2) the fact 

that every interview was conducted in each respondent’s workplace. The language and 

conversation flow used was more like a business conversation. This allowed for the 

researchers to adapt the questions to the different respondents based on the various 

organisations, business models and areas of work. However, questions of high importance 

were asked in all interviews. 
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3.2.1 Analysing textual data 

The collected data in this study is of the qualitative type. Such data requires a method of 

analysis which is able to handle qualitative data. However, there are no hard and fast rules 

about how to analyse qualitative data (Oates, 2005). Oates presents one method, which she 

simply calls “Analysing Textual data”, which is the analysis method chosen for this study.  

 

Oates (2005) presents that the first step is to get the data into a form ready for analysis. As far 

as possible, the data format should be as similar as possible. When the data is formatted, it is 

possible for the researchers to analyse all the data more evenly. Because the data collection 

method produced verbal/aural data, the data preparation process began with transcribing all 

the interviews to produce textual data. This was a fundamental step, which Denscombe (2014, 

p.275) agrees with. Denscombe means that if audio recordings have been used, they should be 

transcribed and annotated. Although it is fairly straight-forward, it is time-consuming. One 

hour of audio can take up to 4-5 hours of transcribing.  

 

After the data preparation, the first step of the data analysis was to categorise and code the 

data. By categorising all data, the researchers are able to go into detail of each category and 

find out the similarities and dissimilarities with the respondents’ views on strategical work 

with digital transformation. Oates (2005, pp.241-242) suggests three categories: 

(1) Segments that bear no relation to your overall research purpose so are not needed 

(at least for the current study). 

(2) Segments that provide general descriptive information that you will need in order 

to describe the research context for your readers (for example, history of a 

company, number of employees, location, time your respondents have spent in 

their current job role). 

(3) Segments that appear to be relevant to your research question(s). 

 

However, for this paper, these categories were tweaked slightly: 

(1) Segments that bear no relation to the research purpose 

(2) Segments that bear some relation to the research purpose 

(3) Segments that bear significant relation to the research purpose. 

 

Although time-consuming, by categorising, the amount of data to analyse was limited to 

relevant data only. The coding used for the analysis was fairly simple and in-line with the 

interview questions. Some examples of the coded key-words used are: Strategy, Challenge, 

Opportunity, Impact of digitalisation, etc.  

 

An advantage to this method of analysis is that it may disclose "hidden" aspects of what the 

respondents’ communicated. The texts may carry clues of deeper rooted and possibly 

unintentional messages, independently of what the respondents had consciously intended 

(Denscombe, 2014). However, this can just as well be considered a disadvantage, as the 

meanings can be taken out of the context in which they were made. 
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3.3.1 Process modelling 

To increase the understanding of the importance of digitalisation for the customer journey and 

customer experience, two simple process models were designed to better illustrate the 

difference between simple tasks before and after digitalisation work. These models are used 

below in the analytical chapter of the study. 

 

Figure 4: Process of a simple transaction before digitalisation work in the banks. 

 

 

Figure 5: Process of a simple transaction after digitalisation work in the banks. 

3.3.2 Ethical trial aspects 

All respondents in this study were of legal age and were healthy. No respondent has been in a 

state where their ability to participate in an interview could be questioned, and all have given 

consent to participate. Before the interviews, all respondents were informed about how their 

interviews would be used and for what purpose. Also, consent for the recording of the 

interviews has been given, and anonymity promised to all. The participants cannot reconnect 

with the help of this information and therefore remain anonymous. All participants were 

informed before the start on these points and that they had the right to cancel if they so 

wished. None of the participants chose to withdraw before, during or after the process, and 

they all thought it was a process that went well and did not seem to be affected negatively by 

participation. The respondents’ titles and banks will not be disclosed in combination in this 

study for their anonymity. 
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Before choosing the strategy, Case study, and the method, Semi-structured interviews, other 

strategies and methods were taken into consideration. When considering alternative strategies, 

another possible strategy for this study was Survey. Denscombe (2014, pp.11-12) presents 

Surveys to be suitable when “the researcher wants factual information relating to groups of 

people: what they do, what they think, who they are”. A survey does not mean questionnaire 

(as questionnaires are sometimes called) in this context, and rather it is the strategy of 

conducting a study to gather information on knowledge and opinions on a specific matter. The 

survey strategy is generally resource-effective regarding time and money since the researchers 

can gather large amounts of data in short periods of time when combined with a proper 

research method. The advantages with this choice of strategy are that surveys allow the 

researchers to quickly link the findings with the target groups. Coupled with questionnaires as 

a data collection method, it can reach a broad scope while still being cost-effective. 

 

Denscombe (2014) defines a questionnaire as a way of collecting data from a more significant 

number of respondents than interviews and without a need to have face-to-face interaction. 

The author presents that questionnaires are usable when standardised data is needed to be 

collected, and it gives the respondents the ability to understand the questions and read about 

the required information which makes it easier for respondents to provide high-quality 

responses. The author suggests that the collected data from questionnaires are factual 

information and opinions.  

 

The questionnaire as an alternative research method would provide this research with a 

specific type of data because of the advantages below. The questionnaire is more accessible to 

arrange than the personal interviews, and it would provide this study with standardised 

responses because it is designed with similar questions for the respective group of 

respondents. Questionnaires enable the researchers to collect the needed data from a various 

number of respondents at the same time which helps the researchers and respondents to save 

time in the process of data collection.  

 

In the case of this study, the questionnaires would have been directed to the relevant 

employees in the Swedish banks who work with digital transformation and digital strategies. 

Besides that, the questionnaires would have been designed to collect the required data from 

the relevant employees to investigate the changeable impact of the different factors on the 

process of digital transformation. However, both Oates (2005) and Denscombe (2014) suggest 

this method is suited when the information is straightforward, relatively brief and 

uncontroversial. Another disadvantage to this method is that it is little opportunity for the 

researchers to check the truthfulness of the answers given by the respondents (Denscombe, 

2014, p.170). Denscombe goes into detail on this disadvantage: 

Because the researcher does not meet the respondent and because the answers are 

given ‘at a distance’, the researcher cannot rely on a number of clues that an 

interviewer might have about whether the answers are genuine or not. The 

interviewer might see some incongruity between answers given by the same 

interviewee and be able to probe the matter. Or the interviewer might note a 

disparity between a given answer and some other factor (e.g. stated occupation 

and apparent level of income). In the case of the questionnaire, however, if a 
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respondent states their occupation to be a ‘dentist’, it would seem at first glance 

that the researcher has little option but to accept this as true. 

Because of the nature of the banks and what information they are allowed to divulge, it was 

deemed risky by the authors of this paper to implement this method.  

 

Another method which was considered briefly was Observation. Denscombe (2014) presents 

that the method offers the researchers a distinct way of collecting data, which does not rely on 

what the respondents say. The method is more direct than that and draws on the direct 

evidence of the researchers witnessing events at first hand.  

 

However, consideration for this method was scrapped very quickly. This method would have 

been beneficial for seeing actual work being done in one or two banks but deemed near-

impossible in the present timeline for the study, as it would require for two non-personnel to 

be allowed in the organisation for a more extended period. Because of the strict regulations 

and directives in the banking industry, this seemed like an impossible approach for a study of 

this size. These projects can go on for an extended period, which would require more 

resources from us.  
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following chapter presents the results of the conducted interviews and the authors’ 

analysis of these results. The chapter will serve the study’s main purpose of gaining an 

understanding of how digitalisation affects the perspective of Swedish banks on customer 

experience. During the time the interviews were conducted, the respondents worked at SEB, 

Avanza, ICA Banken and Nordnet. All respondents worked at a management level in their 

field. No personal details, except for knowledge of the field, was taken into consideration for 

the analysis. The conducted interviews were based on the purpose of answering the research 

question, “What do respondents in the Swedish banking industry think that the most 

important factors of digitalisation for customer experience are and what the consequences of 

digitalisation might be?”. The results show key factors on how the current perspective is on 

customer experience and why these factors are important from the banks perspective 

according to the respondents.  

 

Because the respondents all have different backgrounds and areas of work, the definition of 

digitalisation differs depending on the different respondents. The definition of digitalisation 

was mentioned to be creating more services to be available digitally and as such create new 

opportunities for customers. Another definition mentioned was streamlining internal 

processes, in the so-called "Back office" (meaning processes which the customers do not see 

or take part in), to make the work more effective. This can be advanced work with robotics 

and AI or even simpler things such as no longer manually transferring information and data 

between systems. By streamlining work, digitalisation creates more time for other projects. 

All respondents mentioned that digitalisation is a means to improve the customer journey and 

customer experience. One interesting definition of digitalisation given was that it was a 

constant change in human behaviour and communities as a whole, which means that with the 

uprising of new technologies, human behaviour changes and thus the customers’ demands and 

needs change. 

 

The eight most important factors affecting the digital transformation as conducted by the 

respondents of this research and shows a visual presentation regarding how many respondents 

mentioned each factor as presented is Figure 6. Because today’s customers are more 

knowledgeable and have higher demands than previously, coupled with increased competition 

in the market, it has become important for the banks to adhere to what the customer wants and 

needs. As presented in Figure 6, all but one of the most important factors are directly 

connected to the customer. The most important factors are Streamlining the internal 

processes, Customer experience, Personalisation, Customer needs and Accessibility & 

Availability. Four out of five respondents mentioned that digitalisation is very effective at 

making internal processes more effective and streamlined. This connects to another factor 

mentioned: Parallel projects. The correlation between them is that when the internal processes 

are streamlined, more time and resources can be devoted to other projects. As seen in Figure 6, 

eight important factors have been identified in total, of which seven are related to the customer. 
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Figure 6: The number of respondents mentioning important factors that go in to strategizing digitalisation. 

When the topic of the interview revolved around possible factors which affect the digital 

transformation of the respective bank, one respondent said “We, in the finance industry, see 

that most of the products and services are quite similar to each other, but what we think it is 

about the fact that those who will win in the future are the ones who will create the best 

interface and better customer experience. To be more digitally efficient towards our 

customers, we need to streamline our internal processes”. The respondent claims that 

streamlining the internal processes is a very important factor in giving the bank the 

opportunity to develop the best digital solution which has the best user interface.  

 

Addressing the same topic, another respondent said that “making it more personalised is the 

most important factor which affects the digital transformation. To work with different projects 

in parallel which are either internally or externally orientated is considered a challenge for us, 

which requires a focus on different aspects and requires more resources from us”. To make it 

more personalised, to work with parallel projects and to streamline the internal processes are 

considered to be the most important factors for this respondent, which is in line with the other 

respondents as presented in Figure 6. 

 

It became evident that customers’ needs are prioritized by the banks. One respondent 

mentioned that “Customers’ needs are what drives the digital transformation forward and 

make the key players more digital”. Because the customer is the most important stakeholder 

for the bank, the respondent states that digital development is based on the needs of the 

customers and how the bank works to meet customer expectations.  

 

Customer experience is based on how well the bank understands the customer and how they 

work to meet their demands and wishes. One respondent went into detail on how this is 

important: “In order to deliver digital solutions, you need to understand customer experience 

and behaviour and how it is affected by digitalisation. It is all about how we act with our 

stakeholders through our solutions and how we should be available through different units”. 

The respondent continued on this topic by stating that “The banking and financial sector is 

very dependent on trust, which requires the agents to build a digital confidence between the 

bank and customers”. The respondent continued by saying that “One of the most important 
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factors of digitalisation is to streamline the internal processes”. The respondent mentioned 

some of the factors which affect the digital transformation and referred to the innovation and 

development of new digital solutions by the respective bank, which should be correlated to 

the customer journey.  

 

Both Scardovi (2017) and Schwertner (2017) states that the continuous growing development 

and innovation in IT and technology is considered to be both an opportunity and a challenge 

for the banking industry, which depends on the organisational technical ability and the 

financial resources as well. By comparing these aspects with the results in this part of the 

study, it shows the importance of banks’ internal resources and technical capabilities and how 

they affect the digital transformation.   

 

The conducted interviews show that the digital transformation affects different elements in the 

Swedish banking industry both on organisational and marketable fronts as presented in Figure 

7. The most mentioned impact of digital transformation in banks is Customer experience 

improvement, which was mentioned by three out of five respondents. By digitalising what the 

customer interacts with, the banks will be able to improve the customer journey and 

experience. Secondly, two other impacts of digital transformation on banks were also 

presented more than others; Internal processes become easier, together with Simplicity and 

effectiveness. Simplicity and effectiveness refer to simplifying and streamlining already 

existing solutions, both internally (in the organisation) and externally (customer solutions). 

Lastly, three other impacts of digital transformations on banks were mentioned, although not 

as much as the previously presented ones; Automation of services and Society and Usability 

of digital banking services. Automation of services refers to services both internal and 

external being executed automatically instead of manually. Usability of digital banking 

services is connected to two other presented impacts; Customer experience improvement and 

Simplicity and effectiveness. By increasing the usability of the services, the customer journey 

becomes simpler and the experience enhanced.  

 

When the respective bank achieves the required level of digital maturity which satisfies the 

customer’s continuously increasing needs, this gives the respective bank an opportunity to 

continue streamlining the digital contact with its customers and to be more innovative to fit its 

customers’ behaviour of digital interaction. By increasing the level of Swedish banks digital 

maturity, the customer’s user experience will be improved, and a new level of digital 

interaction is achieved, which leads to increase in digital behaviour for Swedish society overall.  
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Figure 7: The number of respondents mentioning the important impacts digitalisation has on banks. 

 

Regarding the topic of the impacts of digital transformation, one respondent said “The 

internal processes become easier with an increased digital transformation. From an external 

point of view, digital solutions will make it easier for customers and will improve customer 

experience, such as by using Swish and Mobile Bank-ID”. The respondent means that the 

internal processes of their bank become more effective by an increased digital transformation. 

The impacts of the digital transformation extend externally as well, which simplifies the 

different operations for the customer and improves customer experience, as mentioned by the 

same respondent.  

 

The digital transformation has considerable impacts on the society according to another 

respondent: “I would say that digitalisation affects the entire society as a whole”. And 

continued by stating that it brings huge chances in the banking industry: “it is difficult to 

measure, but it leads to dramatic changes in the banking industry when it comes to the 

automation of services”.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: Process of a simple transaction before digitalisation work in the banks. 
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Figure 9: Process of a simple transaction after digitalisation work in the banks. 

As presented in Figure 8, the process of a simple bank transaction between accounts before 

modern digitalisation required the customer to physically visit his or her bank during its 

specific opening hours, limited to weekdays, to talk to a bank officer. This could require a queue to 

request the transaction which would be approved by the bank officer to complete the transaction.  

 

As presented in Figure 9, the process of a simple bank transaction between accounts after 

modern digitalisation which merely requires the customer to digitally login to the respective 

bank, make the specific bank transaction and verify it digitally to complete the bank transaction. 

 

By comparing the two executions of the process, the impact of digital transformation on a 

simple example of banking processes is highly visible. The digital transformation enables the 

availability of banking services to be around the clock, which saves time for both the banks 

and the customers, saves money for the banks and helps the banks to use their human 

resources to perform other internal processes instead of similar processes which can be 

automated by the digital transformation.  

 

Bihari (2011) presents that the digital transformation in the banking and financial industry is 

affected by the usability and availability of the services by its actors. Marakarkandy et al. 

(2017) present the impacts of internet adoption on the banking industry by streamlining the 

internal processes, increasing sales volumes, attracing new customers and reducing the costs 

of operations. The results of this topic show a similarity to Bihari’s and Marakarkandy’s 

research regarding simplifying, effectiveness and usability of services which are described in 

a comparison in a simple banking transaction process before and after the digital 

transformation in the respective branch.  

 

In contradiction to popular belief, the respondents claim that the fact that Sweden is going 

towards a cash-free society is not an affecting factor for digital transformation. It is rather a 

governmental vision which can be achieved because of the continuously decreasing cash 

payment and transactions in the Swedish banking industry. The higher digital maturity in the 

Swedish banking industry for both banks and customers, can be a positive factor which leads 

to the Swedish cash-free society as presented by the government of Sweden as a vision to be 

implemented by 2025.  

 

An organisational strategy for digital transformation is a strategy that exists on an 

organisational level which serves as a guideline to digital transformation in different 

departments and units of the organisation. As presented in Figure 10, the result shows that 40 

per cent of the study’s respondents claim that their bank does not have an organisational 

strategy for digital transformation while 60 per cent of the study’s respondents claim that their 

bank does have an organisational strategy for digital transformation. The respondents who 
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mentioned having an organisational strategy created by their banks, claim that their banks 

have a digital strategy which has a timeframe and will be implemented by all departments and 

business units to achieve an organisational goal. The respondents who mentioned that their 

banks do not have an organisational strategy for digital transformation, claim that either the 

bank does not have one written down or each department and business unit does have a 

strategy to develop the respective product and services.  

 

 

Figure 10: The number of respondents mentioning having a digital strategy 

The 100 per cent digital bank means that the bank operates and communicates with its 

stakeholders via digital channels and platforms without the need to have a physical contact.  

 

When the topic of the interview was the digital strategies, one respondent stated that “We do 

have an IT and development strategy. This strategy leads us to focus on the product and 

solution which will be developed and released in the future. The previously mentioned 

strategy is used by all our departments and units”. The respondent claims that their bank has 

an IT and development strategy. This means that they have a strategy which guides the bank 

in deciding about the development of the future digital solutions which are most relevant for 

the respective bank and is applicable to the bank’s departments and units.  

 

Another respondent said that “There is not a documented strategy which is followed by the 

employees, but we some parts in our business strategy and model which are used as a basis, 

so it is something which changes every year based on our business strategy, which we 

consider it as something positive”. The respondent means that their bank has a business model 

and strategy including some parts which are oriented towards the digital transformation and 

work as a source for it. Besides that, it is updated every year to be more relevant to the 

business strategy.   

 

Still on the same topic regarding digital strategies, one respondent said, “We do have an 

organisational strategy for the digital transformation, but it is up to every department or unit 

to construe with it”. The respondent confirms that the respective bank has an organisational 

strategy for the digital transformation and every department or unit has the right to interpret it 

in the most suitable way.  
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Another respondent stated that “We do have an organisational strategy which is based on the 

digitalisation and our challenges regarding it. This strategy is changeable according to its 

performance in our digital development”. And continued by saying that “We work 

continuously on updating this strategy to make it more relevant to the continuous digital 

development and the innovations”.  As is mentioned by the respondent, the bank has an 

organisational strategy based on the digitalisation and the bank’s challenges regarding its 

technical and financial resources for the digital transformation. This strategy is updated to 

keep it relevant for the new technical innovations and development.  

 

Comparing the impacts of digital transformation and the organisational strategy for digital 

transformation shows that design and development of the different digital services and 

products by different departments or units at the same bank without an organisational 

strategy, can lead to fragmented results of the digital transformation. The fragmentation of 

digital transformation means that different digital services and products can fit its 

requirements as an independent solution, but on the other hand can lead to an inconsistency in 

the organisational digital performance, which can lead to an unsustainable digital transformation.  

 

Flohr Nielsen (2002), (Bharadwaj et al., 2013) and Schwertner (2017) all state that the 

investment in IT based banking services and solutions is supposed to be organised and based 

on a strategy to guide the related investment. This strategy helps the respective organisation to 

find the most suitable solutions and systems which fit the organisational business model and 

the size of the organisation. Results of this subheading show that most of the banks do not 

have an organisational strategy for the digital transformation, which can in turn lead to 

challenges for them in the form of fragmented digital development.  

 

Since digital transformation strategies aim to address the opportunities and challenges of 

digital transformation and set a plan to measure its successfulness, it is important for 

organisations to develop a specific digital transformation strategy (Matt et al., 2015). Banks 

without a digital transformation strategy cannot predefine their opportunities and challenges regarding 

digital transformation, since they do not have an organisational strategy for the transformation. It is 

also difficult for these banks to measure the successfulness of digital transformation.  

 

As previously presented in the study, new regulations and directives regarding data 

protection, financial services and payment services have been implemented recently in 

Swedish and European law. Figure 11 shows that all respondents mention both PSD2 and 

GDPR as legal factors which have had an impact on digital transformation within the 

financial industry, both on an organisational and technical level. 

 

The MiFID II directive that frames the new way of financial and investments operations 

presented by different actors, by providing more transparency for their investors, has been 

mentioned by only one out of five respondents and perceived as an opportunity for the 

respective bank. The respondent refers to the fact that the regulation forces the respective 

actors to follow a new framework which provides higher transparency and can strengthen the 

relationship with the investors.  
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PSD2 has been mentioned by all respondents and perceived as an opportunity, the directive 

allows access between different banks’ platforms and opens a new way of cooperation 

between all actors in the financial branch. The respondents realise that PSD2 makes the 

competition very high between financial actors and forces them to be more active and 

innovative to win their customer satisfaction.  

 

GDPR as a new regulation has been mentioned by all respondents as a challenge, because of 

the short period for implementation of the regulation and the vast amount of customer data 

regarding tax, payment and accounting purposes. Most of the respondents perceive GDPR as 

a regulation which includes all branches and industries, and it will be implemented by all 

actors in the EU countries, which makes it similarly challenging for the banking industry as 

for other industries. The respondents perceive GDPR as a decisive point for their customers, 

as the customers will have better control of their data and its usage.  

 

 

Figure 11: The number of respondents mentioning certain legal factors that currently go into digital 

strategies 

 

Regarding the legal factors and its impacts on the Swedish banking industry, one respondent 

said “PSD2 creates opportunities to obtain unique customer experiences by giving access to 

the customer’s data, if the latter is willing to give this access, which makes it positive 

directive. PDS2 will create opportunities for the smaller players in the industry who can 

design and create unique interfaces and develop the most suitable and customised solutions 

for their customer”. And continued by saying that “GDPR is something that we must 

implement and isn’t limited to the financial industry”. The respondent claims that the PSD2 as 

a directive gives banks the ability to create a unique customer experience by allowing banks 

access to the customer’s data between different actors and is perceived as a positive 

regulation. The GDPR will be implemented by all organisations in the EU according to the 

same respondent. 

 

Another respondent stated that “PSD2 opens the technical platforms among banks and will 

lead to major changes for small players in the market”. And continued saying that “Some 

regulations in banking stop us from being proactive, but hopefully, the new directive, PDS2, 

will encourage Fintech start-ups to take risks in new technical areas”. The respondent 
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mentioned that the PSD2 bring about some changes for the smaller actors in the banking 

industry, and hopefully it will strengthen the Fintech start-ups to work in new technical areas. 

Besides that, the same respondent stated that the banking branch is strictly regulated which 

stops the actors within this branch from being more proactive.  

 

To keep investigate the legal factors and its impacts, one respondent stated that “GDPR is 

definitively a challenge for us, because of its date of implementation which requires us to put 

forward a huge amount of resources”. Then continued with saying that “I perceive the PSD2 

as an opportunity which gives other actors the chance to operate payments, which is positive 

for the customers”. And finished with saying that “As long as we have strong authorities, 

there will always be new regulations to protect the customers and the market”. The 

respondent claims that GDPR is considered as a challenge for the respective bank because of 

its short handling time and the resources which will have to be used to implement it. The 

same respondent argued that the PDS2 is considered as an opportunity for their bank because 

it gives third-party actors the ability to handle the payments.  

 

Another respondent said “GDPR affects the banking industry because it is a challenge to 

interpret and understand it, which makes put a big focus on it instead of putting that focus on 

innovation and development of new digital solutions”. “PSD2 opens up new opportunities and 

most of actors will try to capitalize it. We perceive it positively and as an opportunity for us”. 

GDPR is difficult to interpret and understand according to this respondent and is therefore 

considered a challenge for the bank. On the other hand, the PDS2 is viewed as an opportunity 

by the same respondent.  

 

Still on the same topic of legal factors, another respondent stated that “GDPR is a regulation 

which must be implemented and does not only legislate the banking industry”. And continued 

saying that “PDS2 gives opportunities for collaborations between banks and Fintech actors in 

the market, which can lead to very unique solutions for the customers”. The respondent 

claims that the PDS2 decreases the collaboration between actors in the banking and financial 

branch, which further leads to the development of unique digital solutions. Besides that, the 

respondent considers the GDPR as a legal element which regulates all branches in the EU and 

will be implemented by all actors, not only the banking industry. 

 

The impact of MiFID II is very positive for the customers and the governmental agencies 

because it forces the banks to be more transparent regarding stock trading and limits the dark 

pool trades. The new regulation affects only stockbroker banks by forcing them to develop 

new tools and platforms to show information in the real-time regarding the stocks trades and 

the transactions done by the respective bank. Jones et al. (2018) present the impacts of the of 

MiFID II for both banks, customers, financial institutions and governments. Only one of the 

respondents mentioned this regulation and perceived it as an opportunity both for the 

respective bank and the customers. On the other hand, Farhadi (2016) presents the impacts of 

MiFID II on financial organisations and perceived it as a challenge, while it is perceived as an 

opportunity by the respective respondent.   

 

As presented above, PSD2 positively affects the Swedish banking industry. The previously 

mentioned positive impacts of this predictive lead to continuous innovations and 

improvements which furthermore lead to new benefit for both banks and customers. The 

banks which will work further with this directive and cooperate with other actors in the 

branch to innovate and develop the best digital solutions for customers will achieve the best 
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customer experience. Cortet et al. (2016) and Hatfield (2017) present this directive in 

different aspects and cover both the challenges and opportunities it entails. The respondents 

mentioned only the opportunities of this directive, which built the basis of this subheading 

result, without considering the impacts of the third-party actors which will gain access, 

through banks’ Application Programming Interfaces, to the customer’s financial information 

regarding payment services. This can lead to some challenges for certain banks.  

 

While the previous legal factors are decisive factors for the Swedish banking industry, 

perceived the GDPR as a robust factor for the same industry. Considering the vast amount of 

data which every bank possesses about the customer, considerable work must be done 

regarding it, which is regarded as a challenge for the banking industry to achieve considering 

the deadline. This can negatively affect the digital transformation by using all resources to get 

this done, instead of using them to streamline and improve the existing digital solution or to 

design and develop new solutions for the same purpose to achieve a better customer 

satisfaction. From another point of view, it cannot be compared to the other regulation 

because firstly it is not specific to the banking industry and secondly it is positive for the 

customer regarding personal data protection. Trunomi and Commvault (2017) present that the 

regulation changes the way of collecting, mining, using and protecting data for the different 

interests and it gives the customer and individuals higher power regarding their own data. 

Though the respondents mentioned and perceived this regulation as a challenge, it can also 

lead to new opportunities for the banking industry. As the customer will have to authorise the 

respective bank to use the customer’s data according to the new regulation, it builds a digital 

trust between the banks and its customers, which in turn can lead to other opportunities.  

 

Customer satisfaction was mentioned by all respondents, and the reasoning differs slightly 

between the different respondents. The customer satisfaction is not measurable in specific 

project or product according to one of the respondents, whereas it is measured for others in 

the same branch. Thus, another respondent mentioned it and considered it as measurable 

factor and result. Another respondent mentioned that the respective bank created some 

functions in its digital platforms to gain feedback from the customer about the service which 

is offered by the bank. By measuring both two previous factors to compile final feedback 

about the bank and its digital services, the bank can see what needs to be improved in order to 

be more suitable for the customer, which can lead to increased customer satisfaction. Another 

respondent mentioned that the customer satisfaction requires a higher level of development as 

the customer’s digital ability is continuously increasing. Another respondent mentioned that 

the customer is satisfied as long as the bank offers innovative and suitable digital solution 

which meet the customer needs. It requires a continuous development and improvement of the 

digital solution to make to customer feel more satisfied with the bank’s services. Another 

respondent mentioned that the customer satisfaction is most important and the highest prioritised 

for the respective bank regarding the digital transformation, which means that the bank develops 

all the digital solution to meet the customer needs and to achieve the customer satisfaction.  
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Figure 12: The correlation of digital development and Customer satisfaction (according to the mentions of 

the respondents. The chart does not represent the actual correlation in investment) 

 

Figure 12 presents a positive correlation between Digital development of banking and 

financial solutions and the customer satisfaction, according to the conducted data by the 

respondent. The chart shows a similarity between the conducted data by the respondents and 

Figure 3 which shows the positive correlation between the customer satisfaction and the 

economical return.  

 

According to all respondents, the customer satisfaction grows parallel together with the 

continuous innovative development of banking and financial services and solutions, which are 

most suitable for the customers and fit their needs. As the customer satisfaction has been the 

most critical aspect for the respective banks, it shows that the innovation of digital banking 

services and solutions is a crucial successive factor and should be prioritised firstly to achieve 

the customer satisfaction.   

 

Customer satisfaction is one of the main topics of the interviews, during which, one 

respondent said “As an example, we won a prize last year as bank of the year, which we really 

appreciate. This encourages us to be more innovative in order to meet our customers’ 

expectations”. The respondent mentioned that their bank won a prize last year as bank of the 

year and argued that this prize shows that the bank follows the best strategy. This motivates 

the bank to create more innovative digital solutions to achieve their customers’ expectations.  

 

Another respondent said, “We focus on this point and analyse our position on the SKI index 

regarding our trade with the aim of being the bank with the highest customer satisfaction”. 

The respondent mentioned that the customer satisfaction is measured by the bank thanks to 

the Swedish quality index (SKI) and is then compared together with other actors in the same 

industry. The respective bank uses the SKI report to reach its goal of being the highest ranked 

bank within its branch, based on customer satisfaction, according to the same respondent.  
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Regarding the same topic, another respondent stated that “As long as we are developing new 

and innovative digital solutions for our customers, the customer satisfaction will be high but if 

this innovation and development is paused, the customer satisfaction will drop. It requires 

constant development and improvement of existing solutions to maintain a high customer 

satisfaction”. The respondent claims that the customer satisfaction is related to the innovation 

and development, which enables the respective bank to meet the customer’s expectations.  

 

 

Krüger (2016) presents the customer satisfaction measuring the organisational performance 

by comparing the goals of the organisation with the quality of its services and products. It is 

also related to evaluating the internal process of organisation. Anderson et al. (1994) and 

(Mithas et al., 2005) present the customer satisfaction as a concept related to the economic 

return in correlation with the products and services. The impacts of the digital transformation 

in the Swedish banking industry are presented in 4.2, which cover both the internal and 

external impacts, and shows the similarity between the previous research and the respondents’ 

opinion on customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction helps the banks to overhaul their 

strategies and see if it is meeting the organisational goals and the customer expectations, by 

streamlining the internal processes and the quality of services and products. 

 

As the banks have different customer segments, it is essential to research the impact of the 

digital transformation on the different customer segments. The respondents perceived the 

digital transformation as a crucial, decisive factor for their banking services regarding the 

customer segments. Three out of five respondents mention that based on the digital 

transformation and the digital tools, their respective bank can understand the customer 

behaviour better to offer the most suitable digital service for the respective customer segment. 

The banks provide specific types of banking and financial services for specific customer 

segments, such as the private banking customer who has an opportunity to get private 

financial consulting services and advices. The specific services were not perceived by the 

respondents to be more affected by the digital transformation than other services. However, 

they did mention the personalisation of solutions for the customers. This means that the 

customer sees the solutions and services which are relevant to that specific customer. One of 

the respondents claimed that their respective bank still works on improving the development of 

the digital tools regarding the analysis of customer behaviour, in order to achieve the best way 

which can lead to the most suitable and innovative solution for the respective customer segment.  

 

The digital transformation gives the banks the opportunity to develop different solutions based 

on the different customer segments, leading to the banks not needing to have a general digital 

solution, which can be useless for a specific customer segment. Instead, the respective bank can 

develop different solutions which can be more suitable and usable for each customer segment.  
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The respondents presented the factors which are most important in making the digital banking 

services more personalised, which are all customer related and based on the customer segment 

and digital experience. As presented in Figure 13, four out of five respondents mentioned that 

the analytics based digital solutions are the most important and make the digital banking 

solutions more personalised. It means that the respective banks have to develop new tools 

which help the bank to analyse and understand the customer behaviour and experience, which 

furtherly guide the bank to create more suitable designs for the digital banking solutions that 

suit the respective customer based on the analysis of the customer’s behaviour and 

experience. This shows the importance of this factor which can move the Swedish banking 

industry to a higher level of digital maturity and higher records of customer experience. 

 

The respondents mentioned that the digital transformation does not affect the private banking 

customers as much, meaning that the private banking customers will still have a contact person 

from their bank for the special banking services that are offered to this customer segment.  

 

Some of the respondents mentioned that the customer meeting will occur via digital platforms 

and that the banks will have both digital and physical contact with the customers, meaning 

that the customer can have a connection with the respective bank via digital platforms, which 

includes both the digital aspects by using the digital platforms as a communication channel, 

and the physical contact with a bank representative, which gives the customer the same 

feeling regarding a personalised customer experience by interacting with another person. One 

respondent mentioned the importance of appearing both digitally and physically available, 

which means having a combination of the banking service offered both digitally and physically, 

and to have physical contact between the bank and the customer for some special cases.  

 

Several respondents claimed that it is easier for both customer and bank to use the digital 

banking services, by saving time (and other resources) for both parties, considering that the 

availability of the service is not limited by the bank’s opening hours. This is not directly 

related to the banks being more personalised with their digital banking services, but it shows 

the most significant benefit of the digital transformation regarding banking services. As 

presented in Figure 9, the most important factor for banks and customers to use the digital 

banking services is the availability and the how easy the banking processes became compared 

to the old module which is presented in Figure 8. 
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Figure 13: Important factors to achieve a better personalised digital banking service. 

 

Meeting the customers’ demands, understanding their behaviours and increasing the customer 

satisfaction for an overall improved customer experience is connected to personalisation. As 

presented by the respondents, “It is about a changeable customer behaviour, which requires us 

to meet the customers’ new expectations. We believe in a hybrid customer journey, which 

combines both digital and physical contact”. Although, it became evident that personalisation 

by digitalisation is not possible for all the different types of customers. One of the 

respondents even said that “Private banking customers will not be affected by the 

digitalisation”, as they have different needs that require more work from the banks. 

Digitalisation also leads to the banks having more data generated from the users and they can 

use that data to personalise their solutions. The previous respondent suggests that “By 

creating a digital solution based on the analytics of the customer behaviour, it will be easier 

for the customer and more personalised”. The respondent mentions that customer behaviour is 

changing, and the customers are increasingly more skilled with digital solutions, which 

requires the respective bank to keep up with this changeable behaviour. The same respondent 

mentioned that the hybrid customer journey, which means a journey combining the digital 

and physical contact between the bank and its customers, is the most suitable for the 

respective bank. The analytics-based digital banking solutions make it easier for customers 

and make their experience more personalised according to the same respondent.  

 

The need for physical contact is decreasing, as the available digital solutions are becoming 

better and more personalised, which was presented when a respondent stated that “Some 

statistics show that the physical contact between the bank and the customer will still available 

in some cases, but the need of this contact is decreasing every day”. The respondent continues 

with saying that “The digital solutions which are based on the analysis of the customer data 

and behaviour are both digital and personalised, which means that the solutions will not be 

generalised for all customers. The interface and UX design are personalised for the customer, 

which shows that we can be both digital and personalised”. According to the statics stated by 

the respondent, that since the digital solution contains an interactive and personalised UX 

design and interface, the bank can be both digital and personalised in its digital solutions.  
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During this topic in the interviews, it was suggested that it is not just one or two banks that 

are working with improving their digital solutions, rather that it is the entire market. One 

respondent mentions that “Digitalisation is a trend which can lead to improvement of our 

services”. The respondent continues on the topic, mentioning that “The increased competition 

between the actors forces the banks to create digital solutions which are more personalised, 

based on the customer and more customised for different customers and users”. The 

respondent claims that the digitalisation can be a key factor in improving the respective 

bank’s services. Furthermore, the high competition between the actors in this branch forces 

them to create analytics-based digital solutions which can be more customised and better 

suited for the customers.  

 

Using digital analytical tools to analyse customer behaviour leads to personalisation of digital 

services. Personalised digital services help the organisations to achieve better digital customer 

experience (Verhoef et al., 2009). This shows a similarity to the results of this part of the study, 

when comparing Verhoef et al.’s research and the respondents in this study presenting analytic 

based digital solutions as the main impacting factor to achieve personalised digital banking. 

 

Reydet and Carsana (2017) claim that physical contact between banks and customers is 

decreasing while the digital contact is increasing, therefore it is important for banks to 

modernise their digital platforms to meet the customers’ needs. Parise et al. (2016) present 

personalisation and interactivity as two important factors to achieve the best digital customer 

experience. According to the conducted data by respondents, it is evident that the banks in 

this study are taking these two factors into account while the digital transformation occurs.  
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The results were obtained by use of a qualitative textual analysis on the interview transcripts. 

To present the results of each category, the key topics that were brought up by the 

respondents, were visualised through graphs and charts by the use of Excel, which shows the 

most important information discussed in the interviews. Selected quotes from the transcripts 

have been presented in the respective categories, which have been translated by the authors of 

this paper from Swedish to English and attached the table of quotations in the original 

language as an appendix. The presented results of each category were described in text in 

every part to show the similarities and dissimilarities between the respondents’ answers. 

Paragraphs and sentences in the interviews were coded and categorized, which allowed the 

authors to go into detail of each category to see the similarities and dissimilarities between the 

different answers provided by the respondents. This was done by summarizing the answers to 

each key point which was sought after, separately. The reason for not simply summarizing the 

answers to each question is that in several cases the respondents gave us more information on 

previous questions later on in the interviews.  

 

The basis of the analysis and discussion was built upon the comparison of the respondents’ 

different perspectives and answers on the topics of the conducted interviews. By combining 

this basis with the respective methods and theories of previous research, each category was 

analysed and discussed to present the final result of each category of this study. Some 

categories were more connected with other categories and have been analysed with each other 

to get a mutual final result. The results and analysis have been reflected upon and compared 

with the theoretical background to show how in line the results are with previous related 

research or how they differ.   
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the thesis showed that the answer to the research question, “What do 

respondents in the Swedish banking industry think that the most important factors of 

digitalisation for customer experience are and what the consequences of digitalisation might 

be?” is that digitalisation is a significant part of the Swedish banking industry’s perspective 

on the personalisation of the customer journey. Because several banks are operating digitally 

towards the customers, digitalisation work is affecting almost the entire customer journey, 

with the exception of customer support, which can be over the phone but even in that 

department, it is mostly digital via e-mail or online chat functions. Some banks are operating 

in a hybrid way of work (both digital and traditional) regarding customer interaction and 

communication. The traditional way of communication in this study means that the respective 

bank has a physical communication and interaction with the respective actors and customers. 

Digitalisation for these banks affects the customer journey and creates new opportunities for 

the bank-customer interaction.  

 

One of the most important factors regarding digitalisation is related to customer experience. It is 

essential for the banks to understand and analyse the customer’s digital behaviour and 

experience to create a basis for the innovation of the digital banking solutions which are most 

suitable, personalised and fit the customers’ need and changeable digital experience. However, 

although digitalisation can lead to an improved customer satisfaction, it can also lead to a 

decreased customer satisfaction. This may occur when the organisation tries to customise to a 

larger selection and fails to reach the level of personalisation required by the customers. 

 

While some legal factors are considered to be challenging for the Swedish banking industry, 

others are regarded as positive impacts as they create new opportunities for cooperation 

between all the actors in the industry. This cooperation can be an advantage for the banks 

which would allow them to improve the digital customer experience and achieve a higher 

level of personalisation.  

 

As there is limited previous research in this area, this thesis welcomes further research and 

can act as a basis for future research. It is the recommendation of the authors of this thesis that 

future research focuses on either niche banks or the larger banks to see a more accurate 

representation of part of the industry, instead of a generalisation of the entire industry. It is 

also recommended by the authors of this thesis for future research to cover both banks’ and 

customers’ perspective on the personalisation of customer journey to understand both 

perspectives and the correlation between the two sides. It is in the authors’ opinions that this 

thesis can act as a basis for future research in several research fields, such as Computer 

Science, Business Administration, Human-Computer Interaction, Financial Law and 

European Law.  
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As the banking industry is heavily regulated by national and international laws, mainly 

European laws, there were many limiting factors that were taken into consideration when 

preparing and designing the study. These legal factors, together with company policies, 

played a big part in planning the questions for the interviews. The reason for this is that there 

is much that the banks cannot legally divulge and at least as much they want to keep as a 

company secret for competition’s sake. Not only did it affect the research design, it also 

affected the presentation of the results and the discussion around the results. 

 

Because this study is designed to research digital transformation in the Swedish banking 

industry on a strategical level, the author’s decided to choose respondents who work on a 

managing level. By selecting respondents on such a level, it is harder to find more respondents 

who can offer their time for the authors of this study to go into more in-depth details regarding 

the purpose of this paper. This was evident in the failed questionnaire, which was sent to many 

respondents as a way of gathering data for designing the questions for the more thorough 

interviews, as well as in all the potential respondents which did not respond at all. 

 

There are no perfect research methods, including the chosen method for this thesis, Semi-

structured interviews. This method has difficulties with the researchers having to continually 

think of not changing the interview structure too drastically so as the interviews did not differ 

too much from each other. Another difficulty with this method lies in the analysis of the 

results, as the core questions were put forth in all interviews but with added questions which 

differ between the interviews.  

 

As the area of research is new, there were difficulties with finding relevant previous research. 

Some of the theories used in the thesis are not from an academic source and should not be 

regarded as such. However, these sources give insight to the area, which academic sources do 

not at the moment. 

 

Although the results are from a sample of Swedish banks, readers might generalise the 

Swedish banking industry regarding digital transformation because of this paper. This 

generalisation is an effect of the fact that this area of research is very new and previous 

research is not covering the area entirely. This thesis is a good starting point which future 

research would benefit from, by either including more or other banks or by researching 

another specific part of the digital transformation. If future research includes all the active 

Swedish banks, then a true generalisation can be made. 

 

No foreseeable adverse effects on personal privacy or freedom of expression can be seen after 

the results of this study. It is highly unlikely that the results or other information in this study 

can be used in any military or similar purpose, which will have a negative impact on the 

participants or others. Nor has it any effect on international laws. The result of this study does 

not have any foreseeable impacts of extreme nature on unemployment or other impacts on 

individuals’ employment. The study has a minimal possibility of being used for purposes to 

prevent freedom of expression in countries, e.g. dictatorships or other totalitarian empires. 
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7. APPENDICES 

 

 

1. What is your current position? 

2. What does digital transformation mean to you? 

3. Which factors do you consider as the most important factors for digital transformation 

in the banking industry? 

4. How do you consider the impacts of the digital transformation? 

5. How are the different customer segments affected by the digital transformation? 

6. What is your bank aspect regarding the Cash free society in Sweden? 

7. How do you think about the personal meeting between the bank and customer, while 

it is decreasing? 

8. How did the customer satisfaction change in a correlation with the last implemented 

digital transformation projects? 

9. Did the digital strategy change the bank’s business model? 

10. Does your bank have an organisational strategy for the digital transformation? If not, 

how do the different departments and units work with the digital transformation?  

11. How does your bank’s digital transformation affect by the mutual projects with other 

actors in the Swedish banking industry? 

12. How the processes and strategies of digital transformation affected by the legal 

factors? 

13. How the digital transformation will be affected by GDPR and PSD2? 

 

 

7.2.1 Quotes used in chapter 4.1 

Respondent Original Swedish quote Implemented translated English quote 

Respondent A ”Vi ser i finansbranschen är de flesta 

produkterna och tjänsterna är ganska 

lika varandra, men det vi tror det 

handlar om är de som kommer vinna 

framöver idag är de som kommer 

skapa de bästa gränssnitt och bättre 

kundupplevelse. Att vara mer digital 

effektiv mot våra kunder krävs det att 

effektivisera våra interna processer. ” 

“We, in the finance industry, see that 

most of the products and services are 

quite similar to each other, but what 

we think it is about the fact that those 

who will win in the future are the ones 

who will create the best interface and 

better customer experience. To be 

more digitally efficient towards our 

customers, we need to streamline our 

internal processes.” 
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Respondent B “Att göra det personliga och enklare är 

den viktigaste faktorn för 

digitalisering inom banker. Att arbeta 

med parallella projekt både internt och 

externt samt att effektivisera våra 

interna processer är uppenbarligen en 

utmaning för oss. Vi behöver lägga 

mycket fokus på det och använda våra 

resurser för det. ” 

“making it more personalised is the 

most important factor which affects 

the digital transformation. To work 

with different projects in parallel 

which are either internally or 

externally orientated is considered as a 

challenge for us, which requires a 

focus on different aspects and requires 

more resources from us”. 

Respondent C “Det som driver digitalisering utgår 

från kundernas behov och gör att olika 

aktörer inom branschen blir digitala.” 

 

“Customers’ needs are what drives the 

digital transformation forward and 

make the key players more digital.”  

 

Respondent D “Det är att förstå kundensbeteendet 

och kundupplevelse och hur påverka 

det av digitalisering för att leverera 

våra digitala lösningar som är baserade 

på kundsresan. Det handlar om att hur 

vi agerar med våra intressenter genom 

våra lösningar och hur ska vi vara 

tillgängliga via olika enheter osv.” 

 

“Banksektorn är mer förtroende 

bransch vilket gör att trygghet är 

viktigt, vilket kräver att bygga ett 

digital förtroende mellan banken och 

kunderna.” 

 

”En av de viktigaste faktorerna 

gällande digitalisering är att 

effektivisera våra interna processer.” 

 

“In order to deliver digital solutions, 

you need to understand customer 

experience and behaviour and how it 

is affected by digitalisation. It is all 

about how we act with our 

stakeholders through our solutions and 

how we should be available through 

different units” 

 

“The banking and financial sector is 

very dependent on trust, which 

requires the agents to build a digital 

confidence between the bank and 

customers.” 

 

“One of the most important factors of 

digitalisations is to streamline the 

internal processes.”  
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7.2.2 Quotes used in chapter 4.2 

Respondent Original Swedish quote Implemented translated English quote 

Respondent A “Men en ökad digital transformation, 

interna processen blir enklare också. 

Gällande externa projekt mot kund, 

digitala lösningar gör det lättare för 

kunderna och effektiviserar 

kundupplevelsen såsom Swish och 

mobilt Bank-ID.” 

 

“The internal processes become easier 

with an increased digital 

transformation. From an external point 

of view, digital solutions will make it 

easier for customers and will improve 

customer experience, such as by using 

Swish and Mobile Bank-ID.” 

 

Respondent B “Jag skulle säga att hela samhället i sig 

påverkas av digitalisering.”  

 

“Det ä svårt att mäta de men det leder 

till dramatiska förändringar inom 

bankindustrin när det gäller processer 

automatisering.” 

 

 “I would say that digitalisation affects 

the entire society as a whole”.  

 

“It is difficult to measure, but it leads 

to dramatic changes in the banking 

industry when it comes to the 

automation of services.” 

 

 

7.2.3 Quotes used in chapter 4.3 

Respondent 

 

Original Swedish quote Implemented translated English quote 

Respondent A “Vi har en IT- och utvecklingsstrategi. 

Det gör att vi har en strategi där vi 

fokuserar på vilka produkter vi ska ta 

fram närmaste tiden. Den förenämnda 

strategin används av våra olika 

avdelningar och enheter.” 

 

“We do have an IT and development 

strategy. This strategy leads us to 

focus on our future products and 

solutions. The previous mentioned 

strategy is used by all our departments 

and units.” 

 

Respondent B “Den är inte ett dokument som är 

tillgänglig och används av våra 

anställa, utan är de bitarna som är en 

del av affärsstrategin som är ett 

underlag för oss, Strategin redigeras 

på årsbasis så att det är någonting som 

man jobbar med kontinuerligt och vi 

ser det bra.” 

 

“There is not a documented strategy 

which is followed by the employees, 

but we use some parts in our business 

strategy and model which are used as a 

basis for us, so it something which 

changes every year based on our 

business strategy, which we see as 

something positive.” 

 

Respondent C “Vi har en övergripande 

digitaliseringsstrategi, men det är upp 

till varje enhet att tolka den och hur 

man agerar från den.” 

“We do have an organisational 

strategy for digitalisation, but it is up 

to every department or unit to construe 

with it.” 
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Respondent D “Vi har en övergripande 

digitaliseringsstrategi som är baserad 

på digitaliseringen och våra 

utmaningar kring det. Strategin 

förändras beroende på dess påverkan 

på digitala utvecklingen.” 

 

“Vi jobbar kontinuerligt med att 

uppdatera strategin så att det alltid ska 

vara relevant till den kontinuerliga 

utvecklingen som sker.”   

 

“We do have an organisational 

strategy which is based on the 

digitalisation and the challenges we 

have regarding it. This strategy 

changes according to its effect on our 

digital development.”  

 

“We work continuously to update this 

strategy to make it more relevant to 

the continuous digital development.” 

 

7.2.4 Quotes used in chapter 4.4 

Respondent 

 

Original Swedish quote Implemented translated English quote 

Respondent A “PSD2 skapar möjligheter att ta fram 

unika kundupplevelse genom att få 

tillgång till stora mängder av 

kundsdata, om kunden godkänner det, 

så ser vi det som positiv direktiv. 

PSD2 skapar möjligheter för mindre 

aktörer i marknaden som kan designa 

och utveckla lösningar med unika 

gränssnitt och mer anpassade för sina 

kunder.”  

 

 

“GDPR är en reglering som måste 

implementeras och inte är specifik för 

bankindustrin.” 

 

“PSD2 creates opportunities to obtain 

unique customer experiences by 

giving access to the customer’s data, if 

the latter is willing to give this access, 

which makes it positive directive. 

PDS2 will create opportunities for the 

smaller players in the industry who 

can design and create unique 

interfaces and develop the most 

suitable and customised solutions for 

their customer.”  

 

“GDPR is something that we must 

implement and isn’t limited to the 

financial industry.” 

 

Respondent B “PSD2 öppnar tekniska plattformen 

bland bankerna och kommer att leda 

till stora förändringar för små aktörer i 

marknaden.”  

 

“Vissa regleringar hindrar oss inom 

branschen att vara mer proaktiva, men 

förhoppningsvis att PSD2 ska 

uppmuntra Fintech start-ups att ta 

risken inom nya teknikområden.”  

“PSD2 opens the technical platforms 

among banks and will lead to major 

changes for small players in the 

market.” 

 

“Some regulations in banking stop us 

from being proactive, but hopefully, 

the new directive, PDS2, will 

encourage Fintech start-ups to take 

risks in new technical areas.” 
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Respondent C “GDPR är en definitivt en utmaning 

för oss, på grund av den korta 

hanteringstiden som kräver oss att 

lägga mycket fokus och resurser på 

den.”  

 

“Jag uppfattar PSD2 som en möjlighet 

som ger andra aktörer att sköta 

betalningar, vilket är positivt för 

kunderna.”  

 

“Så länge vi har starka myndigheter 

kommer det alltid nya regleringar och 

direktiv för att styra marknaden och 

skydda kunden.” 

“GDPR is definitively a challenge for 

us, because of its date of 

implementation which requires us to 

put forward a huge amount of 

resources.”  

 

“I perceive the PSD2 as an 

opportunity which gives other actors 

the chance to operate payments, which 

is positive for the customers.” 

 

“As long as we have strong 

authorities, there will always be new 

regulations to protect the customers 

and the market.” 

Respondent D “GDPR påverkar bankindustrin för att 

den är svårt att tolka och förstå, vilket 

gör att vi lägger mycket fokus på det 

istället för att fokusera på innovation 

och utveckling av nya digitala 

lösningar.”  

 

“PDS2 öppnar nya möjligheter och 

alla aktörer kommer att kapitalisera på 

den. Vi ser det positivt och som en 

möjlighet för oss.” 

“GDPR affects the banking industry 

because it is a challenge to interpret 

and understand it, which makes put a 

big focus on it instead of putting that 

focus on innovation and development 

of new digital solutions.” 

 

“PSD2 opens up new opportunities 

and most of actors will try to capitalize 

it. We perceive it positively and as an 

opportunity for us.” 

 

Respondent E “PSD2 öppnar möjlighet för samarbete 

mellan bankerna och Fintech aktörer 

inom marknaden, som leder till att 

utveckla unika lösningar för 

kunderna.” 

 

“GDPR är en reglering som måste 

implementeras och inte är lagstiftat 

enbart för bankindustrin.” 

 

“PDS2 gives opportunities for 

collaborations between banks and 

Fintech actors in the market, which 

can lead to very unique solutions for 

the customers.” 

 

“GDPR is a regulation which must be 

implemented and does not only 

legislate the banking industry” 

 

7.2.5 Quotes used in chapter 4.5 

Respondent 

 

Original Swedish quote Implemented translated English quote 

Respondent A “Ett exempel så vann vi åretsbank pris 

förra året, som vi stark uppskattar och 

uppmuntrar oss att vara mer 

innovativa för att möta våra kunders 

förväntningar.” 

“As an example, we won a prize last 

year as bank of the year, which we 

really appreciate. This encourages us 

to be more innovative in order to meet 

our customers’ expectations.” 
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Respondent B “Vi fokuserar på den ganska mycket 

och analyserar vår position med SKI 

index bland andra aktörer i branschen 

med ett mål att vara banken som har 

det högsta kundsnöjdheten.” 

 

“We focus on this point and analyse 

our position on the SKI index 

regarding our trade with the aim of 

being the bank with the highest 

customer satisfaction.” 

Respondent C “Så länge utvecklar vi nya och 

innovativa digitala lösningar för våra 

kunder, kommer kundnöjdheten vara 

hög men om det ska inte hända något 

inom innovation och utveckling, 

kommer kundnöjdheten at minskas. 

Det behövs alltid att utveckla och 

effektivisera de existerande lösningar 

för att behålla kundnöjdheten hög.” 

“As long as we are developing new 

and innovative digital solutions for our 

customers, the customer satisfaction 

will be high but if this innovation and 

development is paused, the customer 

satisfaction will drop. It requires 

constant development and 

improvement of existing solutions to 

maintain a high customer satisfaction.” 

 

 

7.2.6 Quotes used in chapter 4.7 

Respondent 

 

Original Swedish quote Implemented translated English quote 

Respondent A “Det handlar om förändrade 

kundsbeteende som kräver att vi ska 

nå kundernas nya förväntningar. Vi 

tror på en hybrid kundresa som 

kombinerar både den digitala och den 

fysiska kontakten mellan banken och 

kunderna.” 

 

“Private banking’s kunder påverkas 

inte av digitalisering.” 

 

“Genom att skapa en digital lösning 

som är baserad på analys av 

kundsbeteende och data, leder det till 

att det bli lättare för kunden och mer 

personligt.” 

 

“It is about a changeable customer 

behaviour, which requires us to meet 

the customers’ new expectations. We 

believe in a hybrid customer journey, 

which combines both digital and 

physical contact.” 

 

 

“Private banking customers will not be 

affected by the digitalisation.” 

 

“By creating a digital solution based 

on the analytics of the customer 

behaviour, it will be easier for the 

customer and more personalised.” 

Respondent B “Det finns statistik som visat att den 

fysiska kontakten mellan banken och 

kunderna kommer att finnas kvar i 

vissa fall, men behovet för sådan 

kontakt minskas varje dag.”  

 

“De digitala lösningarna som är 

baserade på analys av kundsdata och 

kundsbeteende är både digitala och 

personliga. Det vill säga att de digitala 

“Some statistics show that the physical 

contact between the bank and the 

customer will still available in some 

cases, but the need of this contact is 

decreasing every day.”  

 

“The digital solutions which are based 

on the analysis of the customer data 

and behaviour are both digital and 

personalised, which means that the 
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lösningarna inte ska vara samma för 

att kunder. Så länge är gränssnittet och 

UX designen personlig för kunden, 

leder det till att vi kan vara både 

digitala och personliga.” 

solutions will not be generalised for all 

customers. The interface and UX 

design are personalised for the 

customer, which shows that we can be 

both digital and personalised.” 

Respondent C “Digitalisering är en trend som kan 

leda till effektivisering av våra 

services.” 

  

“Den höga konkurrensen mellan 

aktörerna tvingar bankerna att 

utveckla digitala lösningar som är mer 

personliga för kunden och är baserade 

på kundsdata och mer anpassad för 

olika kunder.” 

 

“Digitalisation is a trend which can 

lead to improvement of our services.” 

 

 

“The increased competition between 

the actors forces the banks to create 

digital solutions which are more 

personalised, based on the customer 

and more customised for different 

customers and users.” 
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